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CHAPTER I
XM-TRODUCnr XOM
This study attempts to look into the manpower educ­
ation and training needs of the different ports of the 
Philippines. The Port Personnel Training Center (herein­
after called the PPTC) is the training department of the 
Philippine Ports Authority (hereinafter referred to as 
the PPA). The PPTC is tasked to further educate and train 
po'rt workers, either in the government or private sectors 
engaged in port works and related activities. Port work­
ers in this study refers to the dock workers, the labo­
rers in the port, and persons engaged in port-related 
services. The PPA is a government arm^which administers, 
operates, and manages all the ports in the Philippines. 
The large segment of the dockhands and man­
power in the different ports, whether privately owned or 
government owned, e.g., stevedoring, arrastre, and other 
related operations, have been provided by the private 
sector. It is in this sector, in addition to its own or 
that of PPA, that the PPTC education and training is gea­
red. The need to acquire a clear picture of the status 
and extent of port personnel's education and training 
offered by the PPTC necessitated this study. The training 
offerings of PPTC on human resources development within 
the context of port services will be dealt with in this 
study. An analysis of the composition and structure of 
the PPTC will be examined. Organizational set-up is pre­
sented and analyzed. Corresponding recommendations/sug— 
9®stions on how to better serve PPTC clients (trainees 
from private and public sectors) are presented as an 
input for future use of our policy-makers. Activities,
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functions, and responsibilities are reviewed in order to 
detect areas necessitating improvement to further align 
them to the present situations in world shipping. After 
all, a port of a country is a destination of one port of 
another country in the transportation chain in so far as 
the sea leg of a shipment is concerned. Therefore, the 
skills and training of the.human factor of production, 
the deckhands,etc., should receive high attention. The 
function of education and training of this labor sector 
is assigned to the PPTC. This research tries to present 
case study from developing ports and developed ports in 
selected countries.
The information obtained is essential inputs in 
improving the present and developing future education and 
training programs of the PPTC. Moreover, this information 
will serve to specify the kinds of assistance and support 
by the head office (PPA) to PPTC, and other donor -agen­
cies, both local and international. These entities and 
agencies may wish to know the extent, status and relative 
effectivity of the education and training programs of the 
PPTC.
1.1 STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEMS
This study seeks to answers the following problems:
- Institutional framework of the Port Personnel 
Training Center <PPTC).
- The PPTC's existing human and material resources.
- The PPTC's curricular offerings.
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- The optimum use of international training grants 
and technical assistance.
The above-mentioned problems have exerted a new dim­
ensions to the Philippines in general, and the PPA in 
particular, due to advanced technology of shipping, new 
port facilities, new technology on cargo-handling, port 
operations, and multimodal transport system. The tradi­
tional role of a port as final destination point of 
oceanborne trade is changed to a pivotal role. This means 
that a port is not a final destination of a shipment but 
a . pivot distribution center, a wharehousing point, and a 
centering load center. The Philippines is now exposed to 
containerisation revolution. The container technology and 
other cargo unitization , e.g. roll on/roll off, LASH/- 
barge, self-loading and unloading techniques, will have 
an adverse impact on the human factor of production. More 
dockworkers are displaced from their traditional work and 
there is a keen competition for positions in the ports. 
Only a continuing education and training of the segment 
of workers whose lives have been dedicated, or whose fate 
has been destined to, the port works, could alleviate 
their deplorable situation. The Philippines is faced with 
close competition with the ports in neighbouring coun­
tries, e. g., Singapore and Taiwan to name a few, and 
Philippines ports, like the Port of Manila, are served by 
multinational shipping lines by feeder service, on a rou­
te connected with the international line haul. The Phi­
lippines has therefore a big interest to improve produc­
tivity in ship operations in port to increase turn-round 
of ships, to make Manila a load center port or one of 
major transshipment points for neighboring countries' 
seaborne trade.
A wel1—brained deckhands will have a major influen­
ce on the productivity of ship operations in ports. The 
PPTC aims to provide the necessary education and training 
to port—related workers of similar, if not equal, inter­
national standards, found in developed and rapidly deve­
loping ports. This study has put more emphasis on the 
subject of containerization, its handling techniques, and 
the port equipment required including manpower skills.
1.2 IMPORTANCE OF THE STUDY
The study is important to explore the possibility of 
increasing/improving the efficiency and effectiveness of 
different activities in the ports of the Philippines. 
Education and training of the manpower in all levels in 
the portwork and its related activities in the industry 
is very important to make port operations more economical 
from the point of view of the shipowners whose ships call 
at the ports. Trained dock workers contribute to product­
ivity of port operations, given the necessary incentives, 
motivation, and leadership.
This study identifies the problems which confront 
the present situation in the ports, the causes of these 
problems and proposes recommendations calculated to solve 
these problems. It is felt that many problems, e.g«, acc­
ident, slow-down production, inefficiency, and wastage of 
manhour, and equipment time, can be solved through educ- 
cation and training. The researcher suggests on the 
various means and methods by which these problems can be 
met and remedied.
In line with the Philippine government thrust to de­
velop the ports infrastructure (and superstructures) and
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modernise cargo handling equipment both fixed and rolling 
stocks, the port human resources must also be developed 
to run parallel to this government's thrust. The benefits 
of education and training to port operation will ultima­
tely redound to the overall performance of the country's 
economy.
The increasing sophistication in port operations 
due to the introduction of high technology equipment is 
a port reaction to ship's modernization and cargo­
handling techniques. Not only a port to react by 
improving and modernizing its facilities and equipment. 
It is equally important that the human factor of port 
operations should be studied. An up-to-date skills and 
knowledge of ports and related activities is therefore a 
must for everyone engaged in port industry.
1.3 SCOPE AND LIMITATION OF THE STUDY
The study is focused oh the education and training 
of personnel who are directly and indirectly involved in 
port administration, port operation, and cargo - handling 
services and allied industries. This study investigates 
and analyses the present framework of education and 
training for dockhands in the Philippines, specifically 
in the PPTC. This study does not concern with education 
and training of manpower in other fields, like seamanship 
or navigation, except in so far as it relates to the 
functions of the PPA in port operations and management, 
e.g. such as compulsory pilotage and mooring or unmooring 
of vessels, etc. This study recommends courses of action 
considered of utmost advantage, which are appropriate, and 
practical, but relevant to port business operations. 
Course offerings to be examined in this study covers port
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operations, equipment operation, maintenance and repair, 
on-dock and on-board ship's gear operation, and port 
aspect. Emphasis is on safety of personnel engaged in 
cargo - handling and equipment. A comparative presenta­
tion of the education and training of selected countries 
in the developed ports and developing ports is also made.
1.4 METHODOLOGY
This study uses a descriptive method of analysis of 
eKisting organizational structure and manuals of PPTC; 
th'e documentary analysis of the NORAD/ILO/Phi 1 ippines 
project document; the UNICTAD-UNDP-TRAINMAR/RP project; 
the Manuals and Annual Reports of PPA. Further down the 
line, this paper examines the divisional accomplishment 
reports and evaluation study; inputs ^rom lectures and 
feedbacks from visits all the Philippine ports. This stu­
dy also uses secondary notes, journals and literatures 
from different agencies in the Philippines. The attendan­
ce of the researcher in local seminars in the Philippines 
and post-graduate degree at the World Maritime University 
contributed immensely to this research.
To analyze the data gathered and identify the prob­
lems, division reports of the different chiefs (ope­
rations, equipment and maintenance, and management trai­
ning) were sought with the help of the Curriculum and 
Research Development Division of the PPTC.
The above activity was conducted on the assumption 
that education and training needs requires identification 
by a line responsibility. Line officials must identify 
and analyze operating situations that need improvement, 
determine the changes required, and, decide what action
6
will be best to accomplish these needs.
1.5 CONCLUSION
As aptly pointed out by UNCTAD (1), "CVlast sums of 
money are being committed by developing countries for the 
provision of specialized port facilities for the handling 
of cargo in containers which has grown dramatically in 
recent years. In view of the scarcity of financial res­
ources, countries have a responsibility to ensure that 
these investments are backed up by sound organizational 
an.d institutional decisions which will create efficient 
operational and administrative procedures. The new met­
hods of cargo handling need to be co-ordinated with act­
ion on labor deployment, on customs procedures and on in­
land transport systems. Collectively, these developments 
present complex policy and planning issues which require 
a multi-disciplinary approach and resolve. Experienced 
and highly trained staff are also required to manage and 
operate the container terminals once they are developed."
Cl) UN Conference on Trade and Development, "Planning 
and Management of Container Terminals", an introduction 
to Improving Port Performance, 1987.
CHAPTER II
COMRrfS^ RATX VE: SURVEIY OR RORT
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This chapter discusses and presents the education 
and training in ports of selected countries of the world, 
both developed and developing. It describes how their 
training is structured and operated at different levels 
and types of program they offer. Curricular offerings are 
presented with a view to answer questions on how these 
programs can be availed of by a country interested in 
adapting its education and training system to that one 
existing in developed or developing ports.
2.1 DEVELOPED PORT CASE STUDY
The Port of Gothenburg, the biggest port in the 
Scandinavian countries, is situated in Sweden. It has a 
subsidiary company, called thhe Port of Gothenburg Con­
sultancy, AB. Its structure, purposes, and present 
offerings are described below.
1. Port of Gothenburg Consultancy AB.
Port of Gothenburg Consultancy AB is a fully owned 
subsidiary of the Port of Gothenborg, Sweden. It was set 
up in 1981 with the aim of marketing port know - how on 
an international basis. Company activities include con­
sultancy in the fields of port operation, administration, 
planning, construction/design and training. During the 
decades of rapid development,the staff of the Port of 
Gothenburg AB have gained considerable experience in all
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operation,aspects of planning, design, construction, 
port facilities and management. Several members of the 
staff have been involved in works of various internatio­
nal committees and have participated in consultancy ser­
vice in various foreign countries. This has contributed 
to the widening of their experience. This led also to the 
establishment of another subsidiary, the Port of Gothen­
burg Consultancy AB-PGC, in 1982, in order to enable 
other port operators to take advantage of this vast expe­
rience. For purposes of convenience, the Port of Consult­
ancy AB will be referred hereinafter as Consultancy AB, 
and the second subsidiary. Port of Gothenburg Consultancy 
AB-PGC, will be referred to herein as Consultancy PGC.
The Port of Gothenburg AB is referred to hereinafter as 
the Port.
This Section discusses the Training Department of 
the Port.
1.Training Department of the Port of Gothenburg
AB.
The Training Department of the Port is headed by a 
Department Manager. He is assisted by an Assistant Mana­
ger. The training staff consists of the followings-
Chief Trainer of top management personnel.
Trainer of all levels of management.
Chief trainer of the dockers; and
Trainers of the dockers C7 trainers).
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There are three (3) major roles of the personnel 
training department. These are the following:
A. The service role . Under the service role, the 
Training Department conducts the following activities:
Investigation on training needs.
- Preparation of training programmes.
- Arrangement of suitable training for all company 
personnel.
- Recruiting of trainers to the courses, both 
internal as well as external.
- Introduction and follow-up programmes fob new 
personnel or personnel in new jobs.
- Updating of training register.
B. Consultancy role. Under the consultancy role, 
the Training Department offers the following services;
- Developing training material.
- Advising on the training area.
- Marketing training programmes outside the company.
C. Strategical role . Under the strategic role, the 
Port offers the following programs;
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- Making development training programmes for manage­
ment for future needs.
- Keeping liaison with the industry and various 
authorities regarding training and education mat­
ters .
The Training Department of the Port of Gothenburg 
(the Port) is represented by various sectors. These are;
- The professional councelors department for trans­
portation techniques.
- The Board of the Schools in training and education.
- Community of Gothernburg.
- The Swedish States Education and Training depart­
ment regarding training and education in ship and 
inland terminal training in Gothernburg.
- The Swedish Transportation Personnels Federation; 
and
- The Swedish Employers Federations working group for 
development and training of dockers.
The Training Department of the Port has trained the 
following number and level of personnel:
No. of trained peronnel during the year 1986;
Management levels - 355 persons (equivalent to
11
1478 training days).
Dockers levels - 566 persons (equivalent to 1945 
training days).
This year (1987), the same number of personnel will 
be trained with the same number of training days. The 
emphasis will be on
Special training courses in problem-solving and 
decision making. These are advanced courses lasting for 4 
days. These courses are very flexible to meet special 
needs of the trainees. The following factors are consid­
ered :
Facilities such as conference rooms, audio-visual 
equipment, books, flipcharts and mock-ups are pro­
vided. Internal and external lecturers are emp­
loyed .
Number of trainees per session will depend on what 
type of session, whether practical or theoretical.
Number of hours per session depends on what know­
ledge the trainees have possessed when they enter 
the course/session.
Entry requirement also depends on what type of 
training one is supposed to participate in.
There is another training school for the basic 
training of port laborers. This school is called the 
"Trade School for Basic Training of Port Labourers", also 
in Gothenburg. This Section of this Study discusses this 
trade school in so far as it relates to training of that 
sector of the labor force in the ports. This work force
is called stevedoring.
2.School for Basic Training of Port Labourers,in
Gothenburg, Sweden.
Today's modern stevedoring means a lot more than 
the.traditional loading and unloading a ship by hand. It 
means highly mechanized cargo handling and an increasing 
rate of technical progress. The modern ro/ro and lo/lo 
ships have not much in common with the old conventional 
steamers. These special conditions put of course great 
demands upon labour force in_ ports. The main demand is a 
good vocational training, and that is the reason why the 
former port of Gothenburg Labour Employer's Office <GHK> 
started its Trade School in January 196A.
This school is headed by a school superintendent. 
The school superintendent is assisted by two' chief ins­
tructors and five instructors, when carrying out the 
practical part of the.training of about 35 people at a 
time. The instructors are all recruited from the ordinary 
corps with long experience from different type of steve­
doring work, and also with good educational talent. They 
have had training to become instructors.
Efficient and competent men within the company take 
care of the theoretical part directly concerning stevedo­
ring and shipping, while other theoretical and practical 
education, such as fire protection in port, workshop­
training, car/truck-driving etc. are taught by specia­
lists in each field. The aim is to train an apprentice to 
a skilled safety-minded labourer with flexibility and 
high capacity.
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The school is supervised by the Gothenburg City 
Vocational Schools and classified as a Built-in Vocatio­
nal school. This means that the practical training takes 
place in the ordinary production in the port under super­
vision of instructors and teachers supplied by the compa­
ny. There has been one or two training courses a year, of 
6 months duration each course. There are about ^0—40 app­
rentices who are trained in each course. The training 
course is advertised in the papers about two months befo­
re the course starts. The apprentices are selected from 
the applicants on the basis of rules agreed upon in the 
Committee of Employment Planning, qualifying merits and 
impressions from interviews. Those selected and accepted 
from the Committee's point of view then have to pass a 
medical examination made by the Company Health Center, 
after which the final decision on admission to the course 
is done. The course covers three main "subjects ; back­
ground and theoretical views, handling goods, driving 
machines. The education begins, however, with an introd­
uction of the work by visiting different parts of the 
port and also a presentation of the Planning Office, whe­
re the planning and distribution of work and laborers 
take place. Since the apprentice has to adapt himself 
carefully and smoothly to the work , the first week is 
called an introductions, informations, and theory lessons 
about (a) rules and regulations regarding port security; 
Cb) union agreements and regulations; and Cc) cargo hand­
ling and facilities. In the second week the apprentice 
gets in contact with his future work. The first task is 
discharging object, carefully chosen in cooperation with 
the Planning Office. All instructors watch and follow 
every step taken by the apprentice - informing, instruc­
ting and showing every moment of the job. About four 
weeks will pass with this intense supervision and running
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- with successively greater emphasis on loading objects. 
The apprentice is set to work on board ships, on quays, 
and in quay—sheds. Training in acting as a deckman has 
also started , as well as in driving a ship's crane and 
winches. This part of the training is carried out in spe­
cially-built driving yards with increasing degree of dif­
ficulty and takes about two weeks for each group of 6 
men. The training also includes some workshop informat­
ion. Usually about one third of the apprentices is fitted 
with such personal qualities that make them suited for 
further individual training on special duties like opera­
ting tugmasters, straddle-carriers, travel-lifts, 15-40 
tons trucks with different equipment and added units. 
Throughout the training attention is given to industrial 
safety in general and specially to stevedoring, in order 
to make the apprentice as safety-minded laborer. The 6- 
months training ends up with a small ceremony when the 
apprentice is employed as an ordinary port laborer.-Re­
cruiting to ordinary corps is made entirely through the 
Trade School, which gives great opportunities of getting 
favorable selection, better age spreading, and, not only 
good laborers, but also good people.
3. Training School for Dockers and Terminal 
Laborers.
In 1980, the Swedish Department of Labor started a 
training school for dockers-and terminal-laborers, in 
Gothenburg. The training program is similar to that of 
the Port of Gothenburg AB (the Port) and the latter will 
gradually shift its recruiting to this source. The Port's 
efforts will be concentrated on "Schooling-In" the Port 
new employees. The subjects offered by this training 
school for dockers etc., are as follows:
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Subjects Number of lessons
Loading, discharging About 1170
Theory About 6B
Miscellaneous About 115
Total number of lessons About 1350
There are special working conditions which are 
predominant in ports and harbours. In this respect, it is 
impossible to carry out the lessons which have been tied 
to timetable, bearing in mind the number of ships/boats 
in port,the weather conditions, working hours affected by 
such conditions. So that the timetables have to be ' adju­
sted to make some interval which ultimately affects the 
total training time and thus the whole system is affec­
ted. This is one problem-area worth considering in plan­
ning the course program in any port.
4.Training of Foremen in Gothenburg Stevedoring.
The foremen are employed to lead and supervise the 
discharging and loading operations and other kinds of 
tasks the Gothenburg Stevedoring Co., Ltd. (briefly re­
ferred to as the Company) is engaged in. The foremen can 
also be in charge of a certain section of a warehouse or 
of a terminal. Until 1971, training for foremen was done 
mostly outside the company, by sending them away to res­
idential courses in production, safety, leadership etc. 
At that time, the handling of cargo had rapidly changed 
from hand stowage to unitized cargo. The container system 
increased terminal operations. The ships grew larger and
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called for shortest possible laytime. All this demanded 
efficiency and thorough planning and supervision. Many of 
the old staff Cforemen) and dockworkers were retiring and 
young, better educated men were coming in. These factors 
called for more appropriate training to meet the future. 
The subjects for foremen training which was run as an in­
ternal training program and number of hours are;
Subjects Number of hours
Methods, Machines-Tools 
Economy
Personnel and Leadership .
"Safety at work" regulations 
Insurance, claims, stability, etc.
33 hours 
25 hours 
39 hours 
29 hours 
28 hours
ISA hours
2.2 Hamburg Port Training Institute Smbh CHPTI) <Federal
Republic of Germany).
This Section of this Study discusses the case of 
Hamburg Port Training Institute CHPTI) Gmbh (briefly ref­
erred hereinafter as HPTI). HPTl is the' professional 
training arm of Hamburg Port Consulting Gmbh (hereinafter 
called (HPC), and the Hamburg Port and Warehousing Corpo­
ration Company (hereinafter called HPWC).
HPTI is one institute where key personnel of all 
sectors of the ports, shipping and transport industries 
receive practical training designed specifically to suit
their organization requirements. This training enables 
key personnel to meet the complex demands and challenges 
of their profession and of industry.
The HPTI's objectives are :
- to facilitate the transfer of technology in the 
ports, shipping and transport industries through 
training.
- to train managers and key personnel in the effecti­
ve and efficient execution of their professional 
tasks.
- to provide training that has relevance to and meets 
the explicit requirements of the trainee, his orga­
nization and his country. -
- to provide a truly international learning experien­
ce .
HPTI endeavours to equip all trainees with :
- a firm understanding of the basic principles and 
techniques of their professions.
- an ability to utilize their knowledge and experien­
ce consistent with the organization's and the 
nation's customs and philosophies.
HPTI's activities are ;
- Independent consulting, training and management 
services in the ports, shipping and transport 
fields, covering:
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- organizational investigation with regard to man­
power development and training design.
- design and execution of specialized training 
courses, including individual training program­
mes .
- design, establishment and operation of training 
centres.
- counterpart and on-the-job training.
- media development,including training films and 
computer-aided training programmes.
HPTI's Clients are: '
- private industry
- trade
- transport and other service companies
- government institutions
- international organizations.
HPTI is accredited by the following organizations :
ADB - Asian Development Bank.
ADFAED - Abu Dhabi Fund for Economic Development.
BADEA - Arab Bank for Economic Development in Afri­
ca.
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EEC - Centre for Industrial Development Organisa­
tion of the European Economic Community.
GTZ - Deutsche Gesellschaft fur Technische Zusamme- 
narbeit.
IDB - Inter-American Development Bank.
ILO - International Labour Organization.
KFW - Kreditanstalt fur Wiederaufban.
UNDP - United Nations Development Programme.
UNIDO - United Nations Industrial Development Orga­
nization.
WB - World Bank.
HPTI FIELDS OF ACTIVITY^
(A)Consultancy;
- organizational and manpower investigation
- manpower development plans and training design
- training scheme management
- personnel management and administration
- curriculum design
- specification for training centres.
CB)Training:
- provision of manpower development and training 
experts, lecturers and trainers
- provision of experts for counterpart training
~ on-the-job training.
CO Education :
- design and execution of specialised training 
courses including individual training programmes.
- organising of seminars
- administration and management of training pro­
grammes and curriculum control.
CD) Media Development:
- training films
- computer-aided training programmes
- books and pamphlets
- slide shows
- design of media rooms
- curricula redesign to allow extensive use media.
HPTI draws on the experience and the personnel of 
its parent companies and enjoys the goodwill of the City 
Government of Hamburg. It cooperates with many institu­
tions in Hamburg and Germany, particularly :
- the Port of Hamburg Administration Authority
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- the Port of Hamburg Engineering Authority
- the University of Hamburg
- the Hamburg University of Applied Sciences
- the German Hydrographic Office
- the Elbe River and Hamburg Port pilotage brother­
hoods
- the Hamburg Port Workers' Training Center
- the Federal Ministry of Transport, Maritime and
Shipping Division
HPTI International Participations include;
- First Seminar on Port Safety and Pollution Preven­
tion
- Second Seminar on Port Safety and Pollution Pre­
vention
- Seminar on container logistics
- Conference on Professional Training Systems
- International Symposium on "How to meet the chal­
lenges in the ports industry.
<D) Course Programmes :
HPTI offers a multitude of training events. The 
HPTI is following on basic programmes, but others- 
tailor-made to specific requirements are also offered. 
These courses are offered in Hamburg, but can be executed 
elsewhere on request. These courses are:
General :
- Port and shipping course
- Induction course for future port managers
- Induction course in shipping
- Induction course for hydrographic administrators
- Training course on principles of shipping
- Training course for port worker trainers.
Port Management :
- Induction course for future port managers
- Course on port management
- Course on port administration
- Course on customs administrations
- Course on free port operations and administration
- Training course on administrative duties in relation 
to medical services in ports
- Training course on port management.
Engineering :
- Course on port planning and harbour design
- Training course on hydrography
- Training course in Cartography
- Training course in maintenance and repair management
- Training course in waterways and harbour basins main­
tenance .
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Operations :
Course on port 
Training course 
Training course 
Training course
operating techniques 
on container operations 
on general cargo handling 
on handling of dangerous good s.
Safety :
- Training
- Training 
tion
- Training 
ports
- Training
- Training 
res
- Training
course on handling of dangerous goods 
course on port safety and pollution proven-
course on auxiliary medical services in
course in ship registration and inspection 
course on dangerous goods"emergency procedu-
course on port engineering procedures.
Marine :
- Training
- Training
- Training
course on pilotage
course for harbour tug masters
course on advanced shiphandling procedures.
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II.2 DevelDping Countries Case
The Bombay Port.
The Port of Bombay is India's premier port and also 
one of Asia's most important ports. The entire traffic 
operations in the Port of Bombay are controlled and coor­
dinated by the Bombay Port Trust. The Bombay Port Trust 
was established in 1873. During more than a century of 
its existence, the Bombay Port Trust has grown into a 
gigantic organisation employing about 31,000 people under 
13 different departments. In addition, personnel of var­
ious shipping companies, clearing agents, stevedores, 
transport contractors, major importers and exporters also 
work in the port. The Port of Bombay is hereinafter ref­
erred to as the Port, the Bombay Port Trust to be referr­
ed to herein ,as the Trust.
Though the Bombay port undertakes a large number 
of varied and complex activities in which over 60,000 men 
are directly or indirectly involved, the idea that train­
ing can make this huge man-power more effective and 
efficient has not been fully utilised. The lack of train­
ing has, of late, become more and more evident when port 
personnel are found ill-equipped to adjust themselves to 
the new ideas of shipping and port activities that are 
being introduced at a very fast pace.
The Need for a Training Centre.
Recognizing the need of training in these circums­
tances, the Docks Department of the "Trust" started a 
small training centre in July 1977 with limited 
objectives. This includes training initially of docks
supervisory staff, totalling nearly 750 staff. Of these 
number, 632 supervisory personnel have already undergone 
training at the Docks Department Training Centre.
The training period is for a total of 2 weeks, cov­
ering such subjects as planning of cargo operations, 
handling of hazardous cargo, problems of shipowners/ 
clearing agents/stevedores, with regard container 
monitoring, labour management, documentation, customs and 
port procedures, public relations, management upgrading, 
dock safety, first aid, fire fighting, etc.
The training course is predominantly conducted 
through lecture method with few sessions for practical 
application. There are also demonstrations and film 
shows. There is no follow-up in the form of systematic 
evaluation of the course or monitoring^of its results.
The training, no doubt, enlarges the outlook of the 
trainees, and makes them feel that they are important 
parts of an organizational machinery which can function 
only with the joint effort of all. The training also 
gives the supervisory staff a lot of knowledge, of a 
general nature, in dock operations. However, it is not as 
yet specifically oriented to their various tasks and to 
the problems they encounter in the execution of these 
tasks.
The result is that the trainees when going back to 
work, few of them, are capable of applying to their part­
icular jobs the knowledge gained in their training. The 
rest may not be able to contribute to an increase in 
efficiency or improved working levels to any marked 
extent. The importance of application to practical situa-
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tions during the training course cannot be over­
emphasized as may be compared to the developed countries' 
port case, like the Port of Guthenburg. Bombay Port 
Trust Training Centre also has developed a one week 
training course for its dock shore workers in 1979.
The Docks Department, which is the main operational 
department of the Port, employs nearly 7000 labourers as 
shore workers. These shore workers, of 13 men per gang, 
along with the shore-crane/ships-winch drivers and the 
stevedores, in gangs of 8 men in the hatches, constitute 
the basic work units of the docks.
Though the ideal training approach would have been 
to train all the 3 elements of this basic work unit, but 
due to certain administrative constraints, only the shore 
labour, which is working under the docks department, has 
been initially taken up for training.
Training Method, Procedures and Durations for Dock 
Shore Laborers.
The training of dock shore labourers is for a 
period of six days from Monday to Saturday, every week. 
Each training batch is of two shore gangs, i.e.s 26 men. 
There are A sessions on each day and 2A sessions in a 
week. The courses include principles of cargo-handling, 
stacking of cargo, labelling marks on packages, care and 
use of slings and slinging practices. The training also 
includes correct body postures for efficient and safe 
manual handling of cargo, cargo loss prevention,' discip-
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line/duties/responsibilities of labourers, dock 
accidents/causes and prevention, identification of 
unserviceable gear, personnel protective equipments,fire 
fighting, first aid, labour welfare measures, etc.
Lecture method is the main medium of instruction. Other 
methods like demonstrations, practical and film-shows are 
also used to reinforce the subject-matter of the lectu­
res.
Instructors used for labour training are members of 
the docks supervisory staff who are given training in the 
subject-matter and delivery techniques.
This has made communication between the trainees 
and trainer easier. At present, about 2350 docks shore 
laboures have been trained. For those who have undergone 
training, they find it useful. And tbs'" younger generation 
of workers is very enthusiastic about it and in many 
occasions request for inclusion of more subjects in the 
training programs.
The Need for a Wider Scope of Participation 
from the Industry.
What has been done up this time does not even 
scratch the surface of the training needs of the Bombay 
Port. For training to be meaningful, it should be extend­
ed and made available to all the personnel who are 
involved in port operations and management whether 
directly employed by the Bombay Port Trust or other 
allied fields of shipping.
As stated earlier the Port Trust alone employs 
nearly 31,000 persons. In addition, the Docks Labour
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Board employs another 8,000 who are similarly engaged 
directly in port operations. At least another 20,000 
men are engaged by stevedores, vessel agents/owners, 
clearing and forwarding agents, transport contractors, 
etc. for activities connected with ports and docks.
A full—pledged training scheme for the port should envi­
sage to cover within its ambit all these personnel.
Since this will be a Herculean task if undertaken 
at the very inception of a training institute, training 
will have to be introduced into port operations and the 
aspects of management in a phased—in manner with priori­
ties fixed for each phase.
The first phase will have to be mainly for develop­
ing and implementing training courses for personnel of 
the Bombay Port Trust. In the Port Trust, on the basis of 
priorities, personnel of operational departments directly 
involved in the loading/unloading of ships, receipts/ 
delivery of cargoes and stores department will stand the 
first chance of being trained.
A table is being inputted here for ease of under- 
understanding and comprehension of the reader.
BOMBAY PORT TRUST
No. Depart- Officers Supervisory Clerical Works Total 
ment. staff.
1. Docks 65 888 2846 8253 12,050
2. Mechanical 46 354 326 6013 6,739
engineering
3. Civil 97 314 234 2483 3,128
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4.
enginee­
ring
Railway 8 84 494 1163 1 ,749
5. Port 128 177 182 2536 3,016
6. Stores 27 74 182 259 542
7. Accounts 49 122 722 154 1,047
8. Estate 13 44 96 86 239
9. Legal 8 4 30 14 56
10. Medical 69 ” 56 99 974 1 ,198
11 . Labour 7 33 128 336 504
12. Services, 23 17 98 441 579
13.
Secretary
personnel
Security
' s
5 jC, 4 1 12
TOTAl 543 2,169 5,434y 22,713 30,859
The T raining Needs Analysis :
The training needs of the groups of personnel can be 
broadly divided into-3 areas :
1. Operational aspects of port and dock work includ­
ing seamanship courses for handling and operating Port 
Trust flotilla.
2. Technical subjects like maintenance and repairs of 
mechanical and electrical gears and workshop trainingj 
and
3.Management sciencies and administrative aspects 
like supervisory techniques, communication, leadership, 
documentation, office procedures, public relations.
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planning, operational control, financial management, etc.
Though the training needs can, in a broad sense, be 
neatly categorised into the aforementioned 3 areas, in 
actual practice, it may not always be possible to limit 
the scope of a training course strictly to one of the 
mentioned areas.
This is because the responsibilities and activit­
ies of the various population needing training may over­
lap into all these areas. An example is the training 
needs of managerial personnel. This will cover all the 
above mentioned areas since they are expected to manage 
the organization, as a whole, having an overall view of 
its entire set-up and goals.
What has been presented and discussed herein is a 
very basic and typical overall picture of what a port 
is. The total concept on how it should operate as an 
organized body of an enterprise was, to the view and 
perception of the researcher, one of the necessary 
approaches, if a port were to be competitive with its 
neighbouring ports in a region, or even its own sister 
ports.
The study has some similarity with that of the study 
now being conducted in the Philippines on how to better 
equipped the port personnel of the industry. One diff­
erence, though, was that most of the courses being 
conducted by the PPTC needing the involvement of the 
terminal of operators/stevedoring companies for reasons 
beyond the control of the PPTC itself. And there lies the 
inadequacy of facilities and lack of equipment to be used 
most specially during the practicum side.
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Most often, the training, port operation and 
equipment operations suffer due to improper coordination 
with the private sector, or the seemingly negative 
attitude of some operators to have their equipment used 
even by their own personnel during practical sessions.
CHAPTER III
th e: o r g /mmx z / t^ x o h  or  the:
RHXL-XERXME: RORTS ^a^UTHORXTY
AHO XTS RE:L_ATX0HSHX R WXTH 
OTHER AGEIMCXES
3.1 INTRODUCTION
This chapter discusses the Philippine Ports Author­
ity (PPA5, its beginning and organisational structures.
Issues concerning the need to develop the manpower needs 
of the port industry are highlighted. Implications on the 
education and training offered by the PPTC, PPA training 
department, are cited and explained. PPA and its rela­
tionship with other organizations and bodies concerned 
with education and training are presented.
3.2 THE PHILIPPINE PORTS AUTHORITY
The PPA is primarily responsible for the planning, 
management, and operation of all ports in the country. 
This includes supervision of cargo handling activities 
and warehousing, port maintenance, technical planning and 
engineering, collection of port charges and port stati­
stics, supervision of dockworkers, policy formulation and 
staff development services. The PPA is listed in the UNC­
TAD (1) "Directory of Services for Technical Assistance 
in Shipping and Ports to Developing Countries". In view
(1) UNCTAD/SHIR/196 "Directory of Services for Technical
Assistance in Shipping and Ports to Developing
Countries" prepared by the UNCTAD secretariat, United
Nations Conference on Trade and Development, H.N., 
February 1980, p. 41-A3.
of its functions and responsibilities over the ports and 
supervision over dockworkers, the PPA finds it imperative 
to create a training department in its organisational 
set-up. This training department is the Port Personnel 
Training Center CPPTC!) . The next succeeding chapter deals 
with PPTC.
3.2.1 PPA Charter and Its Rationale
The Philippines is an archipelagic state. It con­
sists of 7,100 islands and islets. The islands are sepa- 
ra-ted by bodies of waters. The most economical, if not 
the only, means of transportation is by sea. Interisland 
shipping plays a vital role, not only as a means of 
transportation, but as means of communication among dot­
ted islands and communities. The port operation, super­
vision, and planning received haphazard attention in the 
past. The ports development requires vast amount of- sunk 
cost. International financial institutions were relunc- 
tant to extend loans to the port development projects of 
the country unless there is an integrated port develop­
ment plans that are presented and appeared commercially 
viable to finance. This called for the organization of a 
government body, the PPA, with the sole responsibility to 
plan and develop the ports of the country. There were, at 
the time the PPA was created, 791 ports - national, muni­
cipal, and private - which were hardly attuned to the 
needs of the country's developing pace. That was the con­
dition when the PPA was created under Presidential Decree 
No. 505 in July 1974.
3.2.2 PPA's Predecessor
Since colonial rule and until the country achieved
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its full independent status from western powers in 1946, 
port administration in the Philippines was merged with 
the traditional functions of revenue collection of the 
Bureau of Customs (BOO under the Department of Finance. 
Ports and harbours maintenance and construction were 
undertaken by the Bureau of Public Works under the Dep­
artment of Public Works, Transportation and Communica­
tions CDPWTC). In the early 1970s, there were 591 natio­
nal and municipal ports, plus 200 private ports, scatte­
red all over the archipelago. The need for long-range 
planning of ports and rationalisation of resources all 
over the country was strongly felt, to hasten regional 
development and attract financial support and assistance 
for port projects. The neighboring countries of the Phil­
ippines, such as Singapore, Malaysia, Indonesia, and Tai­
wan, were geared to the new technologies in shipping and 
ports. The Philippines has no other alternative but to 
organize its own ports according to the shipping "needs 
and country's overall economic development plan. The 
national economic planners therefore agreed that:
1. There was a need to integrate and coordinate 
port planning, development, control and opera­
tions at the national level;
2. Regional port bodies that are responsive to the 
needs of their individual localities must be 
established; and
3. The peculiar potentials of harbours and their 
tributary areas have to be considered in their 
port planning and development.
Two other related developments during the early
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70s also led to the creation of the Philippines Ports 
Authority :
1. The Bureau of Customs proposed to the Reorgani­
zation Commission and to Congress of the Philip­
pines (the legislature) for the creation of a 
separate government agency to integrate the 
functions of port operations, cargo handling, 
port development and maintenance to enable that 
Bureau to concentrate on tax and customs duties 
col lection.
2. The World Bank stipulated, as a condition for 
the granting of ports development loan in 1973, 
for the creation of a national port authority 
for port project planning and administration.
Realizing that the establishment of port authori­
ties in other countries and operation of ports by these 
authorities led to improved port operations and national 
development, it was felt that the same benefits could be 
derived by the Philippines by creating a national port 
authority to manage its ports on a national level. Thus 
the PPA was born in 197A under Presidential Decree No. 
SOB CP.D. No. 505). By Presidential Decree No. 857 (P.D. 
No. 857) of December 1975, the PPA's functions were broa­
dened to facilitate the implementation of an integrated 
program for the planning, development, financing, opera­
tion and maintenance of ports or port districts of the 
entire country.
3.2.3 PPA/s Relations With Other Ministries <De-
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partments)
For program and policy coordination, the PPA was 
attached to the Ministry of Public Works (formerly the 
Department of Public Works, Transportation and Communica­
tions)*. As further reorganized on a ministerial level, 
the DPTWC was divided into Ministry of Public Works and 
Ministry of Transportation and Communications. The 
Ministry of Public Works (MPW) also serves as the execu­
ting agency of the PPA for all the latter's port contruc- 
tion projects (superstructures).
Under this set-up, PPA prepares the general plans, 
project priorities and programs whilst MPW is charged of 
actual construction and supervision of port construction 
projects.
In 1979, PPA was attached to the Ministry of Trans­
portation and Communications (MTC), for program and 
policy coordination. The Ministry of Public Works'(MPW) 
remained as the executing agency for port construction. 
The Secretary of Transportation and Communications is the 
Chairman of the Board of.Directors of PPA.
* Under the Philippine Constitution of 1973, as amended 
in 1976, the Philippine government system was called 
semi—pariiamentary, to replace the Presidential type of 
government. The Departments were changed to Ministries. 
Under the new Philippine Constitution of 1987, the 
system reverts to presidential type of government. All 
Ministries are now called again as Departments. But 
PPA's relationship to the Department remains, e.g., "An 
Attached Agency" to Dept, of Transportation &' Communi­
cation.
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3.2.4 Objectives/Functians of PPA
By its Charter (P.D.8B7), PPA is specifically tas­
ked to ensure :
1. a wel1—coordinated, streamlined and improved 
planning, development, financing, construction, main­
tenance and operation of ports and its facilities;
2. a smooth flow of waterborne commerce passing 
through the country's ports, whether public or private, 
in- the conduct of international and domestic trade;
3. the promotion of regional development through 
the dispersal of industries and commercial activities 
throughout the different regions;
4. the furtherance of better interisland seaborne 
commerce and foreign trade;
B. a broader concept of port administration invol^ 
ving total port district development that includes the 
utilization of port's hinterland and tributary areas;
6. the proper collection and accounting of all 
income and revenue accruing to the Authority;
7. the realization of a reasonable return on the 
assets employed.
The Ministers are now called Secretaries under the pre­
sent set-up.
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In furtherance of its objectives, the Charter prescribes 
the following functions :
1. formulate and implement a comprehensive and 
practicable port development plan for the state in coor­
dination with the National Economic and Development 
Authority (NEDAl;
2. supervise, control, regulate, construct, main­
tain, operate and provide such facilities and services as 
are necessary in the ports;
3. prescribe rules and.regulations, procedures and 
guidelines governing the establishment, construction, 
maintenance and operation of all ports, including private 
ports in the country;
A. license, control, regulate, supervise any "cons­
truction or structure within any port district;
5. provide services (whether on its own, by con­
tract, or otherwise) within the port district and 
approaches thereof, including but not limited to ber­
thing, towing, mooring, moving, slipping, or docking any 
vessel; loading or discharging any vessel, sorting, wei­
ghing, measuring, warehousing, or otherwise handling 
goods;
6. exercise control of or administer any foreshore 
rights or leases which may be vested in the authority 
from time to time;
7. coordinate with the Bureau of Lands or any other 
government agency or corporation in the development of
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any foreshore;
8. control, regulate and supervise pilotage and the 
conduct of pilots in any port districts;
9. provide and assist in the provision of training
programs and training facilities for staff, or staff of
port operators and users for the efficient discharge of 
its functions, duties and responsibilities;
ID. perform or provide such other services as may be 
necessary to carry out its objectives,' including the 
adoption of necessary measures to remedy congestion in 
any government port and in coordination with the Bureau 
of Customs in case of ports of entry- '
3"2.5 PPA Organizational Structure
The PPA's corporate.powers are vested in a Board of 
Directors with the Minister of Transport and Communica­
tion as chairman.
Heading its management and staff is a General 
Manager, assisted by three Assistant General Managers 
(AGMs> namely :
- Finance and Administration
- Operations
- Planning and Engineering.
The Assistant General Manager for Operations had 
been designated by the Board as Assistant Executive Offi­
cer <AEO) to establish a 1 ine of command and responsibi­
lity in the present set up where the three AGM's are of
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equal rank.
The Management is assisted by 11 department mana­
gers and by port managers in the outports.
3.2.6 The Need for An Education and Training in 
Ports
1. A study which is similar to the present inve­
stigation is a research made in 1980 on manpower needs 
in selected port-cargo service occupations in the Port of 
Manila. (2)
Said study was limited in scope as it was focused 
mainly on personnel involved in handling mechanised 
equipment. It however gives a true picture of the prevai­
ling condition of port personnel in major ports, such as 
the Manila ports.
Another conclusion of the said study was that the 
manpower stock of port cargo-handling service occupation 
in the Port of Manila was inadequate to meet the increa­
sing demands of international ships anchoring in Manila's 
South and North harbours.
(2) Jose D. Dizon, Manpower Needs of Selected Port Cargo 
Service Occupation in the Port of Manila : Implica­
tions to the Training Program of the Technological 
University of the Philippines (Manila: Technological 
University of the Philippines, 1980), A Thesis lea­
ding to Master of Arts. Mimeographed.
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It further concluded that the procedures in the 
recruitment for port-cargo workers are based on practical 
experiences which suit the company's own particular 
requirements. On that basis, the study said that it was 
quite difficult to adopt this system owing to the nonex­
istence of a ready individual who can qualify for the 
existing position.
2. In 1976 C3>, a Report of the Customs Port Labor 
Committee to the Customs Commissioner on conditions of 
the port labour. The Committee, composed of all sectors 
of port industry, said the "that there are an estimated 
■lsd,DDD port workers of all categories in the 85 national 
ports and sub-ports of the country without considering 
port workers in 254 municipal ports and 97 private whar­
ves and piers and without including port service manage­
ment and government personnel".
There has been no real national perspective on con­
ditions of port workers involving the 436 ports of the 
country.
The Report summarised the national situation on 
ports manpower as;
labour over supply; low income, under employment, 
redundancy in most categories, no true standards of 
recruitment, poor workinmg conditions (excepting
(3) Republic of the Philippines, Department of Finance, 
Bureau of Customs, Manila, "Report of the Customs Port 
Labor Committee on Port Labor and the Manpower Services 
Industry," Volume I (Summarization).
Manila and Cebul; virtually no dockworkers trai­
ning, low productivity, no efficiency standards, no 
facilities for amenities, inadequate health, welfa­
re and safety provisions and as a consequence poor 
quality of life.
The port services in which largely untrained ports 
manpower are harnessed and often exploited include ste^ 
vedoring, arrastre (terminal operations) bonded warehou­
ses, lighterage, ships repairs, checkers and security 
services, porterage groups, truckers and haulers, ship 
ch-andlers, service utilities, restaurants, cooperatives, 
water front labour unions and others.
These situations within the port industry have 
given impetus to the researcher to work on this particu­
lar subject of manpower education and training.
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3.2 PPA Relationship with Port—related Agencies
3.2.1 Government sector
1. Bureau of Customs :
The main thrust of the Bureau of Customs manage­
ment and operations is geared towards the improvement of 
its collection performance and customs service.
It is one of 5 agencies under the Ministry of 
Finance with three interrelated missions ;
- revenue collection
- law enforcement,and
- public service
One of its on-going projects is the upgrading of 
individuals and unit performance through training, semi­
nars, workshops, reorientation courses and the institu­
tion of year—end awards. The bureau has instituted a 
year-round training programs for its staff and will con­
tinue to do so in all levels.
In 1980, the Customs Academy was established where 
all the agency's training activities are concentrated.
Implication to PPTC-PPA
a. PPTC can coordinate and tap the resources of BOC 
especially its academy in all its activities concerning 
port operations.
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2. Philippines Coast Guard s
The Philippine Coast Guard (PCG!) was created by 
Republic Act 5173, as amended.
Its main objectives are to enforce all applicable 
laws within the territorial and archipelagic waters 
subject to the jurisdiction of the Republic of the Phi­
lippines, and all rules regulations on safety of life and 
property at sea. It develops and operates maritime navi­
gation and rescue facilities for the promotion of safety 
at seas. The Philippine Coast Guard, in conjunction with 
other relevant agencies, is charged with the protection 
of marine environment and the prevention of marine pollu­
tion within the waters and seas specified above.
It is a major unit of the Philippine Navy composed 
of a Board of Visitors which shall have visitorial and 
policy-making powers.
PCG gives regular training programs for its person­
nel. It has a well-equipped training centre. The Govern­
ment lent support in all its activities.
Implication to PPTC-PPA
a. PPTC to establish close tie-ups with the Philip­
pine Coast Guard on matters concerning safety training qn 
coast line.
b. PPTC to avail of existing physical and manpower 
resources of PCG.
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c. PPTC to upgrade its knowledge and skills as 
regards port security/intellegence functions.
3. Bureau of Employment Services of the Depart­
ment of Labor :
Under the Ministry of Labor and Employment (now 
the Department of Labor and Employment (DOLE) , there is 
a Bureau of Employment Services (BES). Its present thrust 
is on domestic eimployment promotion program, which inc- 
1 u'des :
- employment promotion
- employment supervision and regulation
- legal and welfare services, and
- employment information and career guidance ser­
vices.
With the growth of the labour force which is esti­
mated to increase to 21 million in 1985 and to 2A.7 mil­
lion in 1990, with a growth rate of 3.A% yearly, the BES 
has to make a realignment of its priorities for effective 
delivery of services and the attainment of desired goals. 
The increasing acceptance of Filipino skilled and unskil­
led workers abroad due to the proven capacity and adap­
tability to work even beyond regular office hours is one 
area where opportunities can be of great asset for BES 
employment promotion.
Implication to PPTC ;
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a. PPTC to tap the increasing number of recrui­
ting agencies,for both domestic and international emp­
loyers, for their skill upgrading and pre-employment 
requirements.
b. PPTC to help update their existing curricula 
and training methodologies.
c. PPTC to help examine and analyze present edu­
cational programs of the employment agencies to make 
PPTC's activities complementary to what theses agencies 
have.
4. Civil Service Commissions
The Civil Service Commission (CSC!) is specifi­
cally established by the Philippine Constitution. Some of 
its functions include the promulgation of policies,"stan­
dards, guidelines for civil service and adopt plans and 
programs to promote economical, efficient, and effective 
personnel administration■in the government. It approves 
appointments in all government service, whether national, 
local, government corporations and agencies; hear and 
decide administrative disciplinary cases instituted 
directly with it, or appealed from government agencies or 
departments to it.
Among its plans and programs are to provide scho­
larship to qualified employees through the National 
Scholarship Fund Development <NSFD) and provide training/ 
seminar/workshop in all levels of the career service to 
improve their competency and to improve incentive award 
and merit system.
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It has an office of training and personnel deve­
lopment and a civil service academy.
Implication to PPTC-PPA:
a. PPTC must coordinate with the CSC for accredi­
tation of courses and resource persons.
b. PPTC personnel must avail of the training pro­
grams conducted by the Civil Service Academy for senior 
government officials and other similar benefits.
5. Training Institutions:
A. National Manpower and Youth Council (NMYCls
NMYC is an agency assigned the task of carrying 
out manpower development programs in the country.
It consists of two distinct bodies : the Council
proper (policy-making body!) and the Secretariat (imp­
lementing arm) .
The manpower training programs conducted by the 
Council includes training in basic and advanced agricul­
tural and industrial skill.
NMYC coordinates all manpower training schemes 
(except apprenticeship and leadership programs) particu­
larly those having to do with the setting of skills stan­
dards.
Because of its effective information dissemination 
system, it is recognized by a majority of industries
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in the Philippines and other parts of the world, specifi­
cally in the developing countries.
NMYC has qualified personnel whose skill are con­
tinuously upgraded through local and foreign scholar­
ships .
Its continuous research undertakings keep them 
abreast with changes in the local and international envi­
ronment .
One weakness though of this institution is the 
overlapping of some of its functions with those of other 
government agencies and private industries.
Implication to PPTC-PPA:
a. PPTC can coordinate with NMYC regarding its 
training and trade testing requirements.
b. PPTC may be absorbed by NMYC as one of its 
industry boards, or special training institution on mat­
ters relating to port services industries.
6. Safety Organization of the Philippines CSOPI)
SOPI offers safety institute seminars to anyone 
regardless of age, race, colour, creed or any entity whe­
ther public or private wishing to further the objective 
of the organization. It is seriously interested in the 
safety movement in the country.
Its thrust is to save lives and to conserve pro­
perty through accident prevention, promote methods and
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procedures for public safety, and to make safety a way of 
life.
SOPI is protected by the Ministry of Labour and 
was appointed by the President of the Philippines as the 
implementing arm of various aspects of safety by virtue 
of Presidential Decree No. 115CA).
It has a potential members of 7,000 persons, indi­
viduals or entities, consisting of safety engineers, sur­
veyors, accident investigators, production, plant and 
pe-rsonnel managers.
Implication to PPTC-PPA;
a. PPTC can tap the resources of SOPI in the imp­
lementation of its training activities.
b. The PPA Ports and- Harbours Safety Committee, 
being an attached body to SOPI, have to conform with 
SOPI's existing rules and regulations. It follows that 
PPTC, being the educational arm of the PPA's safety com­
mittee, should also conduct its training activities in 
accordance with SOPI's policies on matters concerning 
safety aspects.
3.2.2. The Private Sector:
1. Shipping lines
There are 14 shipping companies operating in the 
ports with a total of 7,815 manpower.
An average of 2,431 ships called at the South har-
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hour in 1980. The Port of Manila is divided into South 
Harbour which caters to foreign vessels and North Har­
bour which handles inter-island shipping. The vessel 
profile of vessels calling at the South harbour follows;
The majority of the ships come from Hongkong, Singa­
pore, Japan.
Shipping provides employment monthly to skilled per­
sonnel, both sea—going and shore—based, which commands 
levels significantly above those in other sectors of the 
economy.
Implication to PPTC-PPA
a. Managerial skills of shipping services should be 
developed.
b. PPTC must coordinate with shipping associations, 
for their training requirements.
c. PPTC must be at pace with evolving changes in 
shipping technology.
At Berth At Anchorage
- conventional
- containerised
- combo
- tugboats
- Ro/Ro
- Navy boats
- Training and survey ships
- pleasure yatch
fishing boats
2nd generation vessels
lighters
tug-boats
tankers
conventional
combo
bulk-carrier
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2. Port Labour Unions
There are about 15 national unions/associations 
and 80 local unions/associations in the port and port—  
related industry in the Philippines.
Unions extend several benefits and incentives to 
members such as security of tenure, medical, retirement, 
death, etc. Some unions have their own organized training 
programs.
Implication to PPTC-PPA;
a. PPTC must tap the members of the unions for 
skills upgrading and pre-employment requirements.
b. PPTC must update its existing curricula and 
training methodologies to cater to union demands.
c. PPTC must sstablish tie-up with unions to avail 
of this existing resources.
d. PPTC to examine and analyse present educational 
programmes of labour unions to make PPTC's activities 
complementary with theirs.
3. Recruitment/Placement Agencies:
By virtue of the provisions of Presidential 
Decrees No. 1412 (P.D.1412), the recruitment and pla­
cement of workers overseas was opened to the. partici­
pation of the private sector. The private sector organi­
zed recruitment/placement agencies for this purpose.
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Since then, the number of active private agencies 
rose from 18 in 1975 in number to 463 in 1980.
The Philippine Government through the Philipine 
Port Authority committed with Saudi Arabia under a Memo­
randum of the Agreement signed with Saudi Arabia to supp­
ly port labour requirements of the latter.
Implication to PPTC-PPA :
a. Provide skills upgrading for the placement/re- 
quirement agencies.
b. Provide management and supervisory training to 
officers of the recruiting agencies.
c. Conduct or run courses which are complementary 
to the placement/recruitment agencies' requirements.
3.2.3 International Agencies
3.2.3.1 TRAINMAR. -Its development in the Phi­
lippines
It was in the early 1980's that the management of 
the Philippine Ports Authority decided to be involved in 
the education and training of the agency's middle mana­
gers which was also followed by the private counterpart 
in the shipping and port industry.
The international institution which offered this 
rare opportunity was the Training Development in Maritime 
Transport (TRAINMAR), a Geneva- based UNDP-UNCTAD finan­
ced agency.
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A negotiation was made between Philippine Ports 
Authority management and Trainmar officials and as a 
result, the Government of the Philippines confirmed its 
interest in actively participating in the phase 2 of 
Trainmar by endorsing the project RAS/81/072 and anoun- 
cing the provision of necessary inputs for a succesful 
participation in the project.
The UNCTAD/PPA Agreement. The final agreement
made it clear that PPA would receive from the project 
RAS/81/072 TRAINMAR the following :
1. The presence in Manila of a Port Expert for 12
months.
2. One or two additional months^per year of exper­
tise to be provided by other TRAINMAR international staff 
members or consultants.
3. Several training package already developed 
during the phase 1 of TRAINMAR, and
4. The training of national course developers and 
instructors.
On its part, the Philippine Ports Authority <PPA) 
agreed to the following inputs :
1. Course developers to be assigned to the task 
for a period of 3 years as per estimates.
2. A course development coordination to be appoin­
ted and employed full time on the project.
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3. Over-all supervisor for TRAINMAR activities 
from Philippines counterpart to be assigned on a part—  
time basis, and
4. Two classrooms in the Port Personnel Training 
Center <PPTC) be made available to TRAINMAR for its ini­
tial seminar/workshop starting 26 of July -1982 in Manila.
Furthermore it was agreed that facilities as used 
by the national project be made available for use by suc­
ceeding projects, including the different equipment pur­
chase under the national project.
It was however stipulated that some complementary 
software and hardware training equipment will have to be 
purchased.
Work Programme of Trainmar in the Philippines 
1982-1983
Priorities found in the programme of Trainmar have 
been undertaken from 1982 to 1983.
1. Workshop for Course Developers - July 1982 and 
January-February 1983.
2. Development of the Management of Container Ter­
minal Operations course.-
3. Adaptation of Supervisory Course in Port Opera­
tions which was developed in Mombasa, Kenya.
The Philippines — Trainmar Programme 
for 1984-1985
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I, Course Deliveries
A. - 5 courses on Management of Container Terminal
in 1984 and 5 in 198B.
B. - 2 courses on Port Operations for Supervisors
in 1984 and 3 similar courses in 1985.
C. - Port Planning Course originated in Geneva,
May-June 1985.
II. Training Needs Survey April to June 1984.
III. Upgrading of the PPTC staff.
y
A. Training of Course Developers— Phase.. I—IV
(July -August 9, ,1984) , and
-Phase V-IX (February- March 1985).
B. Training of Instructors
1. January 15—February 15,1984 (Madras,India)
3 staff participated).
2. November—December 1984 (Philippines) — 9
staff participated).
C. Seminar for Training Officers
(January 1985) participated in by the manager 
of PPTC-PPA, in Bangkok, Thailand).
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Level of Training
There are two levels of management which were con­
sidered in the project preparation of the study :
1. Supervisory
2. Operational management
Without considering the result of the preliminary 
analysis to be made by the team of expert, it would be 
safe to assume that the priority in the course develop­
ment would be at supervisory level since it is at this 
le.vel that operational tasks are studied in detail. With 
the available material resulting from the project, the 
course development team should be able, in a relatively 
short period of time, to define the training curricula 
for a dedicated container terminal. This work, completed 
by the end of 1982, should contribute to the work to be 
carried out by the working group on development of the 
necessary training courses. To implement the system and 
procedures designed for the Manila International Contai­
ner Terminal which was completed under UNCTAD technical 
assistance project.
The working group will contribute also to the 
definition of the global training programmes of UNCTAD on 
management of container opeations. Commenting on TRAINMAR 
during an interview,the late Colonel E.S.Badig,Jr.,then 
the General Manager of the Philippine Ports Authority 
said:
The Charter of PPA which is Presidential 857' par­
ticularly Sec.<IX) makes PPA responsible for the pro­
vision of training programs and facilities to the staff 
of different sectors in the port industry, such as the
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shipping, arrastre/stevedoring, customs brokerage compa­
nies, other port users and PPA. This, in a nutshell, the 
tasks of the PPTC, the education and training departmen- 
t of PPA. It was for this reason that the Port Personnel 
Training Center (PPTC) and the Career Staff Development 
Division (CSDD) of the PPA were established.
When we learned about TRAINMAR, the late General 
Manager continued, a UNDP/UNCTAD Global Project designed 
to upgrade capability in the national and regional port 
personnel training centres, we immediately negotiated for 
the participation of PPA in the TRAINMAR project.
There is a wide gap between training needs in the 
port industry and the training capabilities. And until 
such time that this gap is closed or at least narrowed 
down to more manageable proportions, maximum efficiency 
in the ports will never be achieved. The entry of JRAIN- 
MAR in the Asian Pacific region is, therefore, most wel­
come especially if we consider the fact that a greater 
portion of its activities will be focused on the supervi­
sory and managerial level where the need for management 
training is greatly felt in the maritime transpor indus­
try.
3.2.3.2 Asean Port Authorities Association
CAPAA)
APAA - Its beginning. The idea of an APAA was
first conceived at a meeting in Manila on September 9-11, 
1975 at the instance of the then customs commissioner of 
the Philippines. In 1976, a second meeting was held in 
Jakarta, Indonesia, where the terms of reference were 
drawn up and the constitution for the proposed and the
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Asean Port Authorities was formally adopted.
This organization is a result of the forsight and 
extensive planning of ASEAN six-member countries, which 
are Negara Brunei Darussalam, Indonesia, Malaysia, the 
Philippines, Singapore and Thailand.
APAA's objectives :
1. to provide the Asean Port Authorities and har­
bour organizations with a vehicle for regional 
cooperation in port and harbour development, 
operations and management, and
2. to promote and protect the interest of member 
port authorities.
On education and training aspects, it is embodied 
on one of its specific objectives, namely :
— upgrading the skills and knowledge of port per­
sonnel through the exchange of personnel for 
the on-job training, holding of seminar/work- 
shop on port planning, operation and manage­
ment .
Organizational structure:
The internal organization of the Association con­
sists of a Chairman, Vice Chairman, and Secretary—gene­
ral - all elected on a two-year term.
The association has six official members ;
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1. Maura port representing all Brunei Ports;
2. Port of Tanjung Priok representing all Indone­
sian Ports;
3. Kelang Port Authority representing all Malay­
sian Ports;
A. Philippine Ports Authority representing all 
Philippines ports;
5. Port of Singapore Authority representing the 
gateways in Singappre; and
6. Port of Thailand representing all Thai Ports.
Activities and Projects:
Since the formation of APAA, it undertook pro­
jects and activities on its own as well as upon the 
direction of the main ASEAN Bodies in Transportation and 
Communications. Among there are ;
1. Simplification of Port Documents, initiated in 
1977, with Singapore, Malaysia, Philippines, 
Thailand, and Indonesia implementing it either 
wholly, partially or with modifications.
2. Handling of dangerous goods, initiated in 1980 
with all the ports in Asean following IMO 
recommendations.
3. EEC assistance on container terminal operations 
in Asean ports initiated in 1980,which is still
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in preparatory stage. Two consultants from the 
EEC carried out research work in May-June 1982 
and their report is now under consideration by 
the senior officials of EEC.
4. UNDP assistance on comprehensive technical 
aspects on port operations,started in 1980,- 
which is now in its final stage with the UN 
adviser laying down the groundwork, and
5. Port Personnel and Information -Exchange Pro­
gramme, initiated in 1980, with Indonesia spon­
soring the first exchange in 1983. This is a 
long term continuing project.
Information papers presented:
In 1977:
1. Containerization of developing port - Port 
Kelang.
2. Experience in application of UNCTAD berth 
throughput study- Malaysia.
3. Takeover of Government Ports- Philippines.
4. Handling of dangerous goods- Singapore.
In 1980;
1. Port administration in Malaysia.
2. Selection and maintenance of container cranes- 
Singapore.
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3. Planning, management and operational aspects of 
Manila International Container terminal-PPA.
4. Dredging in Indonesia- Indonesia.
5. Dredging operations- Thailand.
In 19S1:
1. Organizational structure of port authorities in 
Malaysia.
2. Administrative and operational relationship of 
PPA and municipal ports- Philippines.
3. Organization and operation of World Trade Cen­
tre- Singapore.
4. The maritime export of signified natural gas 
and operational aspects of Indonesian LNG— 
Ports—Indonesia.
In 1982
1. Stevedoring services — Thailand.
2. Computerization of container terminal - Singa­
pore .
3. Training needs for the National Requirements 
in relation to ports- Philippines.
4. Inter-island trade and passenger services - 
Indonesia.
5. Security health and safety at ports- Malaysia.
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6. The new shipping policy and its possible 
effects on ports - Indonesia.
7. PORTMIS - Malaysia.
8. The operation of private ports - Philippines.
9. Quality circles - Singapore.
10. Development of Deep Sea Port in Thailand.
In 1984:
1. Containerisation in Indonesia - Indonesia.
2. The handling of dangerous goods in Malaysian 
Ports-Malaysia.
3. Lessons/Experience on the implementation of the 
UNCTAD liner Code - Philippines.
4. The Port of Singapore Authority (PSA) appropria­
ted berth scheme - Singapore.
5. The Study and Development of Inland waterways in 
Thailand.
Working Group :
The association has created a working group whereby 
the different members of the association met and hosted 
each meeting. The 5th meeting was hosted by the Philip­
pines in Manila through the Philippine Port Authority.
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of ideasIt is through these meetings that a lot 
of improving and systematizing ports and harbours service 
in Asia are discussed. Through its channel. APAA has 
continuously endeavoured to improve productivity of 
labour, equipment and facilities.
It has also addressed itself to change in shipping 
and cargo handling technologies so as the ASEAN ports 
respond more effectively to the demands of the maritime 
industry.
APAA has for its most salient accomplishment the 
attainment in getting together all ASEAN ports and har­
bours' authorities and officials to consult with one 
another in the various aspects of port management and 
operations. This type of forum or something of its nature 
has been lacking in the past.
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CHAPTER IV
-T-|_^IE: RORT RERSOfvirviEIL. TR^ b^XrsJXlNJG
CEUvITEIR
4.1 INTRODUCTION
This chapter deals oh the training center's deve­
lopment. It discusses PPTC's framework - how it was 
created - its organizational structure and its different 
divisional functions — how it works and the PPTC's staff. 
Analyses are made and findings are stated, giving the 
corresponding implications.
Training possibilities are also spelled out by 
presenting some course extracts from the original 
sy11 abus.
PPTC's arrangements (tie-ups'.) with some national 
and international agencies related to education and 
training are discussed.
4.1.1 PPTC's situation and development.
1. Institutional Framework s
The Port Personnel Training Center (PPTC) was estab­
lished by the Bureau of Customs at the beginning of 1973. 
On July 1,1974, the port operations and management- 
functions of the Bureau of Customs were transferred to 
the Philippine Ports Authority (PPA) which was created by 
virtue of Presidential Decree 505 in July 1975, as 
amended by Presidential Decree No. 857 of December 1975. 
As a consequence, on 1 August 1976, Port Personnel
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Training Center was placed under the direct 
administration of the Philippine Ports Authority.
To facilitate PPA's supervision and administration 
of policies towards PPTC, an Executive Committee was 
assigned to look after this aspect. The Committee was 
composed of the different department and service heads of 
PPA and a representative each from the port worker's 
union, and the management of an arrastre (terminal 
operator), stevedoring and/or shipping company. The PPA 
Assistant General Manager for Operations was the Chairman 
of.the Committee.
To help dev'elop the PPTC, a project document was 
drawn between the Philippine Government and the Norwegian 
Agency for International Development (NORAD) represented 
by the International Labor Organisation (ILO). The 
services of Technical Consultants and fellowship program 
to PPA personnel and training equipment for a period of 
two (2) years (1975-1977) were availed of for this 
purpose. This program could be renewed upon the recommen­
dation of the ILO consultants. Meanwhile upon termination 
of the project, the project documents were not renewed, 
though the head of the ILO consultants, Mr. Kenneth 
Mil burn, had made and submitted to the management a very 
substantive terminal report. The manager of PPTC did not 
submit this proposal for the extension of the project for 
reasons not clear to the whole PPTC staff. It could only 
be surmised that the top management had a lukewarm 
treatment on the matter. Or it might be due to fiscal 
restraint of the national government, as the latter had 
to provide for an outlay corresponding to the amount put 
in by the NORADILO PROJECT, which was the donor agency.
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2. PPTC's Goals/Object-ives:
PPTC adopted the goals and objectives laid down in 
the NORAD/ILO/PHILIPPINES Project Document for Technical 
Cooperation. This project document had been drawn with 
the end in view of developing PPTC to promote efficiency 
and .safety in port operations and to achieve 
socio-economic prosperity for both portworkers and 
employees by continuously providing manpower and skill 
training to port personnel.
Towards this end, PPTC.aims to ; a). continuously
assess the traiining needs for all categories of port 
personnel in all ports of the Philippines, taking into 
account the dock labor force, their age distributions; 
the probable ratio of admission of new entrants; the 
foreseen economic development of the country and its 
repercussion on the traffic through the ports; the 
foreseen methods of handling cargo, the purchase of new 
equipment, the natural attrition of the dock labor force 
and other relevant element; and based on the assessment 
made,
bl. to develop and implement the kind of manpower 
and skills training suitable and necessary for each type 
of port personnel,
The PPTC, as stated, is. divided into divisions and 
sections. This part of the discussion will focus on PPTC 
most important divisions and sections
Port Operation Training Division.
This division seeks to train and retrain the main
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bulk (80%) of port workers, i.e. supervisors, foremen, 
gang bosses, checker, winchmen/signalmen, crane 
operators, and dock workers in the shortest possible time 
on standard port operations techniques and procedures in 
order to;
Ca>. Catch-up with the modern trends of cargo-hand-
1 ing.
(b). Comply with international port operations stan­
dards.
<c). Facilitate quicker turn-around of vessels, and
(d>. Avoid confusions in the procedural aspects of
carga-hand1ing.
In pursuance of these goals, this division has- laid 
down its following objectives :
a. To conduct specific number of courses assigned to 
the section in Manila and in the outport in 
accordance to assessment needs.
b. To require applicants for employment in the port 
to undergo training appropriate to the position 
applied for.
c. To formulate, revise, and amend course syllabus 
in consonance with the needs and suggestions 
given by the participant in every course evalua­
tion.
d. To provide or assist in the preparation of trai-
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ning materials such as handouts, charts, transpa­
rencies and other soft hardwares.
e. To coordinate with the different terminal ope­
rator; shipping lines and stevedoring companies 
in the conduct of training courses.
f. To make representation and recommendation with 
PPA's program regarding needs of the section.
Maintenance Training Division.
This Division aims to upgrade maintenance competen­
cies, reorient the attitudes and habits of maintenance 
managers; engineers; workshop supervisors; mechanics and 
all levels of motorpool personnel on the proper handling 
and care of port equipment, including systems procedures 
and economics of maintenance.
To achieve thess goals, this Division has drawn the 
following objectives :
a. To conduct specific number of maintenance trai­
ning courses;
b. To make evaluation of the effects of maintenance 
training both immediate and long-ranged for the 
purpose of revising and making improvements in 
said courses being given; and
c. To offer recommendations to establishment and 
port users as to better utilization of • 
facilities, manpower and equipment.
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Management Training Division.
This Division is designed to provide learning 
opportunities for port managers and top key officials to 
update their knowledge and skills on managerial abilities 
and make them aware of the port management sciences. It 
seeks to strengthen managerial performances, impart 
information and skills he needs to do the job; detect and 
minimize inadequacies in his operations; and update him 
in management theory and practices.
Its specific aims are:
a. To develop competent managers by enhancing
yeffectiveness and efficiency through improved 
management practices; , -
b. To instill awareness of their tremendous res­
ponsibilities in improving managerial tools 
to effect increased efficiency within their 
respective organization and;
c. To arouse a spirit of professionalism, habits 
and attitudes dedicated to port personnel 
administration.
Administration Services Division.
This Division sees to the effective and effic­
ient implementation of all administrative rules, policies 
and regulations and all matters which pertain to PPTC's 
operations and maintenance functions.
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It specifically :
a. handles and keeps records of all official com­
munications , personnel file, manuals, reports, 
and other official documents of the 
organization.
b. manages the procurement and requisition and 
distribution of office supplies and equipments.
c. conduct personnel management functions, and
d. maintains the security and physical cleanliness 
and utility of the office premises.
Curriculum and Research Development Division.
The goal of this Division is to effectively and 
efficiently integrate, help develop and evaluate the 
design and processes of the training being managed, 
conducted and supervised by the different training 
divisions of PPTC.
With this goal in mind, this Division aims to con­
tinuously analyze the training needs and problems of the 
different training sections of the PPTC. Based on this 
assessment this Division will:
a. Formulate training syllabi in coordination with
the management, operation and maintenance
training divisions;
b. direct the preparation of, review and’ maintain
the different training aids, materials,
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handouts of the center; and
c. conduct researches on modernized port opera­
tions to develop training courses and its 
relative syllabi.
3. PPTC's Organizational Structure and Tasks
a. Office of the Superintendent.
The superintendent heads the administrative, ope­
rational and technical staff of the PPTC. He oversees
- planning
- development and ■ '
- evaluation of all tasks and functions of each 
Divisions and units towards the achievement of 
the organization's goals/objectives.
b. Management Training Division.
It is manned by a chief. Its task is to plan, 
develop, implement and evaluate management training 
activities for upper, middle and lower levels of port 
administrators and operational officers.
c. Operations Training Division.
It is headed by a chief. There are two training 
coordinators, four instructors, and a clerk under him. 
Its task is to plan, develop, implement, and evaluate 
training activities for the mechanical and non-mechanical
aspects of port operations.
d. Port Equipment Maintenance Training Division.
It is headed by a chief with a staff of one 
training coordinator, two instructors, one mechanic, one 
electrician and one technical clerk. Its task is to 
implement and evaluate skills training for port and port- 
related equipment maintenance personnel.
e. Curriculum and Research Development Division.
It is composed of a chief, one researcher analyst, 
one audio-visual operation man, two artist illustrators, 
a clerk and a duplicating machine operator. Its task is 
to integrate all plans, development, implementation, and 
evaluation of the different training activities being 
managed, conducted and supervised by the different divi­
sions of PPTC and give support to the different training 
handouts and aids to improve their training design and 
training processes.
f. Administrative Services Division. It is
manned by an administrative assistant, one senior buyer, 
one storekeeper, one senior stenographer, four clerk- 
typists, two messengers, two drivers, four utilitymen. 
Its task is to see to it that overall implementation of 
all administrative matters pertinent to PPTC's operations 
and maintenance are observed.
4. PPTC's human/resources materials.
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4.1. PPTC Personnel.
The staff of PPTC have the necessary academic 
background as far as their work is concerned. However, 
the staff seemed to lack or failed to exercise organisa­
tional skills and knowledge in the planning, development, 
implementation, and evaluation of their work and training 
activities. The hired instructors have the practical 
experience on port operations. But they lack in the 
delivery of theoretical aspects. And so with some organic 
instructors who have the theoretical knowledge but have 
inadequate practical experience.
4.2. Port personnel (trainees).
There are approximately 180,000 port manpower in 
all national ports, sub-ports and municipal ports 
including all port-oriented industries and ancillary 
service (truck-handling business, lighterage, marine 
cargo adjusters, brokerage, shipping lines personnel 
etc.) all over the country. ■
Comprising 37,000 of these port personnel are 
supervisors, foremen, checkers, gang boss, winchmen/ 
signalmen, dockworkers, stevedores, operators of 
mechanical equipment including equipment for container 
operations, maintenance personnel (electricians,
mechanics, carpenters), and other port management and 
office personnel servicing major government piers/wharves 
located in the different localities of the islands of the 
Philippines.
Majority of the port personnel, especially the rank 
and file workers, do not have the technical knowledge and 
skills required of their job. These workers just learned 
their jobs'while performing their tasks in a hit-and-miss
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f ashion.
4.3. Equipment.
From an inventory made regarding the equipment 
existing at the PPTC, the following are in uses
4 overhead projectors 1 tape recorder
3 slide projectors
1 duplicating machine
2 adding machines
2 speakers 4 microphones 
1 amplifier
1 scanner
4 perforator machines 
11 typewriters
40 modular desk with chairs 
72 classroom desk with chairs
3 drafting table 
11 filing cabinets-
15 air conditioning units 
15 senior executive tables 
15 senior chairs
5 junior executive tables with chairs 
11 typing tables and chairs
10 clerical chairs 
10 blackboards 
1 conference table with 16 chairs 
22 auditorium chairs
Almost all of these equipment have been bought by 
the Bureau of Customs when PPTC was still under said 
Bureau.
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4.A Resource Persons/Guest Lecturers.
The PPTC presently has seventy C70) accredited 
resource speakers for its port management, operations,and 
equipment and maintenance training courses.
These resource speakers are professionals who 
have been selected on the basis of their academic quali­
fications and teaching experience on the particular 
course subject where they are being requested to lecture. 
They have been drawn from the different colleges, univer­
sities, and industrial establishments in the greater 
Manila area.
More than two-third of these 70 accredited spea­
kers have actually conducted the PPTC''courses, specific­
ally all management courses, some operation courses and 
equipment and maintenance courses.
They are paid at the rate ranging from fifty to 
one hundred pesos (Philippine currency) per teaching 
hour.
4.5 Office and Training Site.
The Moserco Building, which houses the PPTC and 
which serves as venue of its training in Manila, was 
bought and contracted for renovation by the Bureau of 
Customs when PPTC was still under its administration. 
Hence, the building is presently being renovated to 
conform to the training and office needs then conceived 
by the Bureau of Customs and not by PPA.
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4.6 Training Aids/Handouts/References.
The subjects covered by the existing courses of 
the PPTC, make use of training handouts, aids and 
references s
a. 93 mimeographed hand-outs consisting mostly of 
lectures and discussion papers of resource 
speakers, and those prepared and researched by 
the training staff of the Office of the Special 
Commissioner On Port Administration COSCOPA) of 
the Bureau of Customs, and by the present PPTC 
staf f.
b. Poster charts, flip charts and^mock-ups.
c. one model of ships' hold.
d. one serviceable forklift machine and some spare 
parts of the forklift,
e. sets of reference books, manuals, and 
publications (mostly on port operations training 
courses!.
f. 8 sets of slide presentations of various sub­
jects .
There are many other training aids which are not 
included in this study because these are owned by the 
resource speakers and personal belongings of the staff 
themselves. However, PPTC provides these resource 
speakers with transparencies and slide projectors in the 
course of their lectures.
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IV .2 Findings and implications.
A. Findings. On institutional framework.
A number of observation surfaced from the above 
discussionss
i. The PPTC does not have full autonomy as far as 
administration matters are concerned.
The administration rules and regulations of PPA on 
personnel and records management, budgeting, accounting, 
and disbursing of funds. This, in effect, either facili­
tate or restrict PPTC's operations and^maintenance tasks.
Another is that PPA appears conciously or uncon- 
ciously to view PPTC either as lacking the capabilities 
to develop itself, to run its own affairs. Or to treat 
PPTC as a "pet" project which should be provided full 
support to attain its objectives, or both. Hence, the 
need for the Executive Committee and Technical Consul­
tants from ILO.
Implications.
a. PPTC needs to prove its capabilities and abilities 
in planning for and managing its own affairs to gain the 
full support of the PPA in all its organizational 
endeavours.
b. PPTC needs to facilitate and maximize its organi­
zational development. PPTC should coordinate closely with 
PPA, especially with the Executive Committee and with the
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foreign consultants.
B. Findings: On PPTC Goals/Divisions/Objectives.
One observation that is clear from the foregoing 
is that PPTC does not have clear, specific organizational 
goals, whereby its units may identify with.
Further, it has not formulated specific, time pha­
sed, measurable performance objectives to attain its 
goals.
This same observation holds true with the divisions' 
goals and objectives.
Implication. . -
1. There is a need to study, analyse and identify 
the environment of PPTC and the broad constraint in which 
it operates in order to effectively establish organizat- 
tional and divisional goals or the purpose of its 
existence.
2. PPTC key personnel should be guided on how to 
formulate specific time-phased and measurable objectives 
in order to achieve their set goals.
C. Findings. On its organizational structural and 
tasks.
Since all tasks of PPTC should necessarily be deri­
ved from its objectives, the above findings tell us two 
things;
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PPTC does not have1. First, because PPTC d es not have clear 
organizational goals and objectives, there is lack of 
direction and control in its task analysis and consequen­
tly there is lack of direction and control- in the 
performance of said tasks.
2. Second, the organization structure shows incon­
sistency in the staffing pattern, specifically on the 
maintenance and equipment, administrative and the 
curriculum and research development divisions.
Implication.
1. PPTC should define and specify its tasks in the 
pursuit of its objectives. This means that its personnel 
should be made to analyze their Cdivision) task and be 
guided on how to effectively analyze its tasks.
2. There is a need to augment PPTC's training 
divisions' present work force or realign its present 
personnel based on job/task relevance.
3. Curriculum and Research Development Division 
staff should be increased in number as this is one area 
where the need to be very efficient is inadequate.
In effect, there is a need to closely study and 
evaluate the organizational structure of PPTC based on 
its tasks and responsibilities, and to modify or revise 
the same, to make it more responsive to PPTC's 
organizational needs.
D. Findings : On Human/Material Resources.
SO
1. PPTC - Personnel.
The findings reflect the kind of personnel 
recruitment program of PPA.
This means that PPA relied mainly on the academic 
background of job applicants and not necessarily on their 
knowledge and skills on port operations, management, and 
maintenance matters, which are very important inputs in 
facilitating and maximizing effectivity and efficiency in 
the performance of their works.
Implications.
a. There is a need to give equal weight to expe­
rience on port operations, maintenance and repair, and 
management matters as much as the academic background of 
applicants applying for tecKnical jobs at PPTC-PPA.
b. PPTC-PPA staff who do not have actual port 
experience should undergo an on-the-job or field training 
on port operations, equipment operation, maintenance and 
repair, and management matters.
2. Finding : On port personnel (trainees).
PPTC is faced with the awesome task of giving 
efficient and effective training to 37,000 port personnel 
or a potential supply of 180,000 port personnel in the 
shortest time possible all over the country.
This would mean a tremendous amount of cost in 
terms of manhours and energy and resource allocation for 
training aids, equipment, guest lecturers and facilitat-
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ors and other miscellaneous training expenses.
This would also entail problems/decisions on the 
kind of training design that should be given on these 
port personnel and how training design should be devel­
oped, implemented, and evaluated.
Implications.
a. There is a need to conduct continuous resear- , 
ches to identify the training needs of these port 
personnel.
This includes the analysis, not only of their 
immediate needs, that is, their need for specific 
knowledge, skills, and attitudes in their particular kind 
of port work. It also needs a study of their other needs 
such as need for enlightenment and understanding on port 
policies and related rules and regulations; the need for 
improving on their economic conditions and other port 
basic aspirations.
b. There is a need to coordinate with the planning 
department of PPA and to relate PPTC's researches with 
its researches on the present and future Philippines 
port., conditions and development plans, to enable it to 
evolve a more responsive training scheme for both port 
workers and employees.
c. There is a need to coordinate with the Depart­
ment of Labor, and with the association of port workers, 
port employees, and association of other port related 
industries in order to have a representative view of the 
kind of development programs theese organizations offer
tD port personnel and to explore possible areas of 
cooperation between the Department of Labor and PPTC-PPA.
3. Findings; On equipment.
The equipment were intended not for the present 
office of the training operations of PPTC but for the 
office and training operations of the then office of the 
Special Commisioner On Port Administration (OSCOPA) of 
the Bureau of Customs.
Implications.
There is a need to make an inventory of and conse­
quently to requisition equipment for PI^ TC, based on its 
present/future office and training operations require­
ments .
4.Findings: On resource persons/guest lecturers
It may be noted from the discussion the situations 
that PPTC has relied greatly on resource speakers in the 
conduct of its training courses.
This means that without resource speakers, it would 
be very hard if not impossible to conduct all of its 
training courses.
This also means that proper and effective selec­
tion, coordination, supervision, and control over these 
resource speakers should be exercised to ensure the 
quality and life its training courses.
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Implication.
a. There is a need to set a definite criteria in 
the selection of resource speakers, and in the standard­
ization of their honorarium or professional fees to 
ensure the efficient implementation of all PPTC training 
courses.
b. There is a need to develop a pool of qualified 
instructors from the present organic staff of PPTC and 
from the port personnel themselves, for all port 
operations, equipment and maintenance and management- 
courses .
Hence, a Trainer's Institute should be implemented 
to qualify these personnel to conduct PPTC training 
courses.
5.Findings. On Office and Training Site.
The PPTC does not have control on how and when 
the Moserco Building planned renovation be completed in 
order to conform to its actual office and training needs.
Hence, the delay in the construction of the work­
shop and, consequently, the delay in the holding of the 
workshop courses of the operations and maintenance 
training divisions.
On the other hand, the building is poorly maintai­
ned. There are only four <4) cleaning staff who do the 
housekeeping jobs. These staff have not been properly 
coordinated in the effective and efficient performance of 
their tasks, of PPTC, or both.
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Implications
a. There is a need to re-study the physical plan 
for this building to conform to the actual office and 
training requirements of PPTC.
As a consequence of PPTC transfer to PPA from 
the the Bureau of Customs, the latter has the primary 
responsibility to be in charge of all the necessary 
construction and repair of the Moserco Building and its 
facilities.
b. There is a need to closely supervise the mainte­
nance (cleaning staff) personnel in the conduct of their 
duties, or or to study the hiring of said personnel or to 
contract out the cleaning service to a maintenance agency 
to make the general housekeeping of PPTC effective.
6.Findings. On Training Aids/Hand-outs/Referen- 
ces.
It can be observed that the number of handouts, 
training aids and reference materials being used for 
training are very minimal when compared to the number of 
subjects these materials cover.
The training reference are almost totally absent 
in some training areas which means that either the 
training courses syllabi have been drawn without the us.e 
of any or very few references, or these have been 
forgotten for inclusion in the said syllabi.
Implications .
a. PPTC should develop a communication support
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system for its training courses.
This means that it should continually update and 
maximize the production of training handouts and 
audio-visual aids. Again, this needs additional outlay.
PPTC should also make research on every subject in 
all its training courses.
b. Resource speaker should be properly coordinated 
and supervised so that all their lectures and discussion 
papers may be obtained beforehand and be reproduced and 
distributed (to the trainees), just in time for their 
lectures.
A.3 PPTC and its training facilities .
The Port Personnel Training Center (PPTC) is the 
manpower education and training Department of the 
Philippine Ports Authority (PPA).
The PPTC aims to professionalize port services and 
provide the port manpower with the updated and relevant 
knowledge, skills and attitudes on all aspects of port 
management, port operations, port equipment operation, 
maintenance and repair and other related port undertak­
ings through efficient and effective port manpower 
training programs designed to help :
a) , promote the proper and maximum utilization of
port manpower and facialities.
b) . reduce the cost of cargo handling.
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c). minimize accidents, claims, losses and damage 
arising from faulty handling of cargo. Courses 
for port manpower or personnel s
The PPTC offers to share its experience in port 
management, port operations and port equipment through 
the following courses enumerated programme but only in 
the form of extract. Some complete course forms are 
however appendaged in this paper for considerations and 
information of the readers.
A. The Port Management,Training Programs .
1. Arrastre/stevedoring management.
2. Warehousing management.
3. Container’terminal management operation.
4. Port statistics.
5. Port supervisory development.
6. Port employee development.
B. Port Operations Courses s
•1. Dockworkers/stevedores.
’2. Winchmen/signalmen.
3. Pre-employment for checkers.
4. Upgrading of checkers.
5. Gangboss.
6. Foremen.
7. Containerization (inland operation!.
8. Warehousing operation.
9. Dangerous cargo-handling.
•10. Basic port safety.
11. Fire-fighting.
12. Cargo-control.
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13. Standard first aid.
C. Port equipment and maintenance courses.
1. Forklift operations and maintenance.
2. Crane operations and maintenance (mobile).
3. Truck“tractor/trailer operation and 
maintenance.
4. Preventive maintenance.
5. Industrial equipment safety course.
D. Special courses.
1. Integrated port equipment maintenance course 
(for out-port courses).
2. Port equipment mechanics course. ■ "
All PPTC training programmes can be split into 
individual segments and combined according to the requi- 
irements and considerations of the specific problems of 
the company concerned.
PPTC's involvement in education and training both 
local and international s
A. Economic and Social Commission for Asia and
the Pacific (ESCAP)
Training Seminar on containerization oriented 
skills and other activities related to the modern trends 
in shipping and cargo-handling. The purpose of which was
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to a have a concerted effort to develop a big base of 
skilled maritime manpower because of recent expansion and 
shift of shipping activities in the region.
B. Phi 1sinports-PPA agreement to train overseas 
workers.
The Philippines-Singapore Ports Corporation 
CPhilsinports) and the Philippine Ports Authority through 
PPTC entered into an agreement designed to boost 
capability and expertise of Filipino workers in Saudi 
Arabian ports.
PPTC trained more than 4,000 workers of various 
skills deployed in the Middle East. Training venues are 
in Manila and Jubail, Saudi Arabia.
The agreement also stipulates for trainina of Saudi 
nationals nominated by the Saudi Arabia Ports Authority 
on various aspects of port administration and operations.
These were five (5) courses conducted in the 
Kingdom of Saudi Arabia on various skilled operation 
courses.
C. Socialist Republic of Sri-Lanka.
In 1980 two officials of the PPTC were sent to 
Sri-Lanka to conduct a training needs assessment and 
analysis of the ports under the UN-ESCAP sponsorships.
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D. PPTC-PPA-AUIS.
In line with its commitment to up-lift the social 
status of port labourers,the PPTC entered into a Memoran­
dum of Agreement (MOA) with the Asian University for 
Independent Studies CAUIS) during the year 1983 for a 
program tie-up which would grant PPTC graduates the 
opportunity to receive certificates in elementary, high 
school and college degree equivalencies from AUIS.
E. PPA-PPTC and the UNCTAD on Technical Training 
Services.
As indicated in the preceding chapter, the PPA 
is listed in the UNCTAD Directory of Services for 
Technical Assistance in shipping and ports to developing 
countries. This means that PPA is^ one of the many 
agencies/countries offering its service and experience in 
the field of ports operations, port management, cargo­
handling operations, stevedoring operations, port 
management, port supervision, port operation, port equip­
ment maintenance and operation.
Also, the Philippine Ports Authority is engaged in 
consultancy services on those enumerated fields.
As has been stated, PPTC has the best opportunities 
in sight due to its many factors of advantage. It thereby 
needs only to convince the management of its capacity to 
deliver and to answer to the demands of the future. Educ­
ation and training of type and on level as discussed in 
this chapter is today hardly obtainable in the world. The 
educational and training activities of the PPTC are supp­
lementary to the education and training programme of the 
institutions and agencies enumerated above. Naturally, 
the course models and training programme of the PPTC are
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always evoluting and changing to meet the dynamic needs 
of shipping and seaborne trade. The intentions and 
development as described above, will have as a conseq­
uence, that education and training must be arranged and 
with no delay, as the situation requiring additional 
know-how already prevails and the changes and 
developments in shipping occur on a weekly or monthly 
basis rather than yearly. This is fully recognised by 
developing nations all over the world, who now send their 
personnel to the existing institutes and academies in 
Scandinavia, northern Europe aand UK and America for 
study. This takes care of only the immediate and basic 
needs and is not by far sufficient with regard to the 
number of persons receiving education. For the necessary 
increase of numbers, for more advanced and special needs 
and for education as an integrated part of a company 
reorganisation and development plan, education and trai­
ning must be arranged locally. *
* Training in Shipping Procedures. The Jason & Associa­
tes' Programme for Education and Training, February 6, 
1987, J. A. Sandevarn & Son AB, Shipping Consultants, 
Stockholm, p. 9
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This chapter discusses with the different factors 
which contribute or cause problems in the pursuit of con­
ducting the various training programs of the PPTC.
The constraints and possible solutions are dealt with 
also in this chapter. These factors include ;
IV.l. TECHNOLOGICAL CHANGESs
The recent and current specification in shipping, 
with unitization of cargoes and new handling techno­
logies, have combined to change profoundly the landscape 
of ports and the organizational and operational practice 
and procedures needed for safe and efficient handling of 
cargoes.
A new professionalism is demanded of all portworkers and 
new skills are required to handle very expensive equip­
ment and complex procedures. These are clear signs that 
the ports of developing countries have not met those 
needs and that new skills are not being acquired. There 
is undoubtedly a desperate lack of proper training and 
re-training for the technologies and conditions Cl>.
Having these statement in mind,the framework of the prob­
lems confronting education and training can thus be 
stretched out to the different aspects affecting it.
IV.2.THE TRAINING INSTITUTION - INDUSTRY RELATIONSHIP.
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institutionRalationship between training  and 
industry specifically in a developing countries, like the 
Philippines, is practically at a very low level. That 
there ■is a gap between industry and training institution 
can not be overlooked.Steps have been taken to reduce, if 
not to eliminate it. Still the gap exists (2).
This has been taken by PPTC as a measure to continuously 
disharge its mandated responsibility in the PPA charter, 
viz :
"to provide and assist in the provision of training 
programs and training facilities for staff,or staff 
of port operators and users for the efficient dis­
charge of its functions,duties and responsibili­
ties" .
The assistance in which PPTC—PPA can give will depend 
mostly on the needs of its clientele on matters concer­
ning education and training of its port personnel.
The needs of said clientele fall on some considerations 
of training conditioned by the developing and continuing 
changes in the methods of cargo handling and the social 
impact these changes have upon labour attitudes and out­
look. This impact is evident in recent changes of cargo 
unitization in general and containerization in particu­
lar. Both of which have a strong demand in respect of 
education and training.
These considerations are transitional and will remain so 
specifically in the Philippine Ports wherein some of the 
country's biggest ports are operating on a full container 
and some on a multi-purpose ports, depending on the natu­
re of the cargoes handled which in turn affects the natu-
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re of service the port will render to the users. 
Due to the differing nature of service, these ports ren­
der to,their users as influenced by ports' development, 
this transitional aspect of the development of the human 
resources within the ports, has always formed the grea­
test attention.
In many countries, specially developed ones, advisory 
board composed of representatives from industry and 
institutions (Bremen Port Training Centre, Port Gothen­
burg AB, The Trade School for Basic Training of Port 
Labourer and Hamburg Port Training Institute Grnbh) have 
all been doing very well to bridge the gap between trai­
ning institution and port industry (3).
This has been possible so because of tlie cooperation and 
coordination that both parties have been sharing and con­
sulting on how to better improve their respective respon­
sibilities to serve their clients.
As far as the PPTC is concerned, it being a developing 
country's training institution and the only training 
center which caters to the portworkers all over the Phi­
lippines ports, such as a coordinating body is lacking.
Within the ports industrys' environment training of staff 
for the users/operators has been in existence since the 
creation of the PPTC during the customs supervision and 
finally upon its transfer to PPA responsibility in an ad 
hoc in character.
There was an Executive Committee which used to look after 
the training aspects of PPTC-PPA, but it works mostly 
like an ad hoc. There was a lone representative who came
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from a single port operator based in Manila. This could- 
not be a representative for the different ports of the 
Philippines. Chances are that this representative will be 
more interested only in his entity and not of the compe­
ting operators.
This situation is seen by this researcher as one of the 
barrier for PPTC to deliver its tasks more efficiently 
and effectively.
V.3.PPTC5 TRAINING PROBLEMS.
The industry's environment provides it the oppor­
tunities for expansion in terms of clientele, geographic 
coverage, field of training, services and revenue genera­
tion .
However,PPTC's competence and capacity to deliver can 
never be maximised unless the following problems are 
remedied ;
1 .Facilities/equipment.
Capacity to deliver is not only measured in terms of 
human competence but physical as well.In the past,PPTC 
had to content itself with whatever training facilities 
and equipment there were in order to deliver the various 
program courses.Though the deliveries were more than 
satisfactory,yet it could have been improved if adequate 
training facilities were at hand.
The biggest problem of the PPTC concerns the proper con­
duct of its program courses in the area of equipment 
practicum whereby the trainees are supposed to spend 70% 
of their training time.
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The PPTC has two operational 3-ton forklifts Ca donation 
from Bremen Lagerhaus GeselIschaft,BLG) West Germany,- 
which are being used to train trainees,mostly those going 
for overseas and also those sent in by port operators.
For those trainees working on heavy equipment operations, 
e .g .tractor-trailer,mobile cranes and straddle carriers, 
t he. PPTC relies mostly on the port operators which are 
privately-owned. This is the area where we have to make 
representations and practically to beg for equipment 
owners to use their equipment mostly for their own men.
Participants to this courses-are coming from the diffe­
rent port-related industries, trucking and brokerage, 
cargo handlers and even walk-in participants who pay for 
their own at a very minimal cost. ^
2. Upgrading of PPTC training staff.
PPTC is in direct need of upgrading its personnel 
specially those who are involved in the delivery of trai­
ning programs, e.g.training officers, technicians,
researchers and program evaluators.
On-the-job-training is a felt need for these staff as 
most are academically equipped.
3. Training Materials/Handouts.
a. Lack of funds to procure these material sets back 
some of the training effectiveness of the programs 
of f ered.
b. Inadequate spare parts also hinders smooth flow of 
work most specially in training mateerials
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production/print out.
c. Inadequate maintenance (preventing and corrective) 
is another constraint in the work progress in the 
PPTC.
4. Proper coordination with the industries:
More often than not the question of courses not being 
conducted or if finally conducted are not very successful 
especially on out-ports courses may be traced to improper 
coordination between PPTC and the Port Management Unit 
(PMU) of PPA which normally does the coordination for 
PPTC.
PPTC in this case merely provides those tasks which have 
connection with the training delivery and the operators/ 
clientele provides the inputs (trainee^) and PPA-PMU on 
administrations and liaison works.
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6.1. Containerization in the Philippines :
Containerization in the Philippines has grown very 
rapidly in the last decade and the ocean going cargo is 
now more than fifty percent containerized.An important 
part of the inland cargo flows <35%> is also containeri­
zed .
In the Philippine archipelago, there are approximately 
IQO ports which handle more? or less container traffic.
Most of these ports have customs facilities too. The main 
port for import and export of containers however is Mani­
la. The Port of Manila handles about 260,000 TEUs per 
year ocean foreign trade and about 200,000 TEUs per year 
domestic traffic. The main ports are Manila Cebu, Ili- 
gan, Ceneral Santos, Cagayan de Oro, Davao and Iloilo.
All are located and spread all over the Philippines and 
are considered as outports. Also they are mainly domestic 
in nature as there is cabotage in interisland shipping.
Most of the international shipping lines are feedering 
their containers from Manila to the ports of Hongkong and 
Kao Hsioung (Taiwan).
The import and export containers from the outports are 
also feedered to the above mentioned ports. The port of 
Manila is at present, in a phase of change. Up to 1978 
container operation were concentrated in the South har­
bour. At the end of 1978 the Manila International Contai­
ner Port (MICP) came in operation. This newly constructed
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port, including facilities and equipment, is intended to 
handle only containers. All the Philippine ports are 
constructed by the Philippine Ports Authority CPPA). Each 
port has its own port manager. The port managers and 
their staff have to provide the conditions for the port 
operations. The port operations (and also the container 
handling) are done by private firms and by the shipiing 
1ines.
The PPA owns most of the main equipment (gantry cranes 
and stuffing cranes) which is leased to the operating 
companies, conditions being stipulated (such as service 
to be given, tariffs etc.) in a contract between the PPA 
and the operating company.The performance of the contrac­
tor is monitored by the port manager.
Manila : , -
The Manila port is the main centre of container traffic. 
The containers are handled in three places !
- South Harbor and Manila International Container Port- 
handle the ocean-going (container) vessels.
- North Harbor handles the domestic cargo and containers.
Up to 1978 ocean-going container where only handled in 
the South Harbor. Now approximately 40% of the containers 
are handled in the New Manila International Container 
Port. Arrangements with shipping lines have now been made 
that from 1984 on all full container vessels will be 
handled at the Manila International Container Port 
(MICP).
Number of Containers ;
The statistical yearbook of PPA gives for Manila ocean­
going traffic, the following figure (TEU) :
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Year Import
1975 not
1976 avail­
1977 able
1978 107,426
1979 125,593
1980 133,029
1981 139,202
1982 Forecast
Export Total
95,176 
133,694 
169,266 
209,961 
249,044 
244,818 
258,728
280,000
Percentage
+ 19%
-  2%
+ 6%
+ 7%
the number of 
of the incoming 
the out-going
between 
.About 8% 
to 35% of
102,535 
123,451 
111,789 
119,526
In Manila there is also imbalance 
incoming and outgoing containers 
containers are empty,whereas 30 
containers are empty.
Several forecast for the future give an annual growth of 
10 to 15% and PPA gives- for the coming years the 
following numbers of containers which they expect to 
handle in South Harbor and Manila International Port
CTEU)
1983
1984
1985
1986 
1987
300.000 Actual
340.000
380.000
430.000
480.000
The actual export handled at Philippine ports are shown 
in Table I.
Table I
Cargo Flow and Containerized Ratio (1981-1985)
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EXPORT
TOTAL VOLUME TOTAL VOLUME CONTAINERI ZED TOTAL
OF GENERAL OF CONTAINER RATIO NUMBER
YEAR CARGO CARGO OF CON-
CA) CB!) (B)/(A) TAINER
1,000 F/T 1,000 F/T % TEU
1981 5,272 1,929 36.6 259
1982 5,544 2,132 38.5 286
1983 6,052 37,7 293
1984 * 7,301 1,951 26,7 246
1985 7,634 2,041 26,7 258
Note; * show figures from PPA (Manila),-
Source ; ESCAP
However, due to the recent draw back in the international 
trade, the PPA does not expect that they can even reali­
ze the forecast for the year 1.982, which is 280,000 TEU.
Growth in cargo handled :
In the Manila ports there is a constant growth in- the 
share of containerized tonnage in comparison with break 
bulk cargo.
The same PPA annual statistical year book give the follo­
wing figures :
Year Containerized Break Bulk Total
cargo cargo
tons % tons %
1975
1976
1977
not available
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•1978 1,481,995 40 2,194,003 60 3,675,998
•1979 1,860,667 48 1,984,181 52 3,850,847
1980 1,788,898 50 1,751,159 50 3,540,057
1981 1,928,704 55 1,575,625 45 3,504,329
One may expect that in the coming years there will be
slight growth in the percentage of containerized cargo. 
The decrease of total tonnage is a consequence of the 
general decrease in international trade.
Container facilities and equipment ;
In’South Harbor and the Manila International Container 
Port the following facilities and equipment are availab­
le:
Table II -
Container Facilities and Equipments of Manila Port
South Harbor (Pier3)
Manila International 
Container Terminal
Owner Philippine Ports Metrostar Port and
Authority Allied Services,
Inc.
Operator
Quay length 327.7 mCberth 3 & 4) 878 mCexisting)
Depth alongside 9.8 m 40-45'
Terminal space 25,409 m2 940,000 m2
Stacking area 200,000 m2 250,000 m2
C F S space 7,830 m2 10.400 m2 on dock 
(existing)
Reefer plug 220Vx30,400Vx20 440VX4
Handling
capacity 1,820x20'+
1,000x40'
Number cf 
containers 
actually 
hand 1ed
Gantry crane 30 ton x 2 
Production per 
hour 15 U/T
Straddle
carrier -
Forklift 30txl, 20tx3, 10tx2
Other
equipments
CY : 4,652 TEU 
CFS: 5,343 TEU
110,942 TEU (1985) 
30 ton X 2
20-25 U/T
6 units in use 
43 units in use
Primer IS units 
Chassis 45 units
Development Plans :
The Manila International Port is still under development. 
There is a 3-phase developmental programme. The first- 
phase was in fact the realization of the present facili­
ties; in the second phase, which should start in 1982 and 
end in 1987. The following facilities would be provided : 
-berth extension :220 m
-ro-ro facilities
-container yard extension ;15000 m2
-container freight stations ;16,000 m2 
-additional cranes :4 gantry cranes
8 transtainer 
4 straddle carriers.
-administrative building; 
custom office;maintenance 
shop gatehouses;weigh- 
bridges;new access road
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and an international road :6,□□□ m2
In phase III (1988-2000) a further extension is foreseen. 
These plans are based upon an expected number of
1,220,000 TEU in the year 2000,
Shipping aspect :
Only a few lines, then and with conventional vessels, 
have chosen Manila as main port of call. Most of the 
shipping lines have feeder services to and from Hongkong 
and Kao Hsioung.The average number of containers handled 
per vessel varies from 150 to 450 TEU,
Shipping lines which have 
Manila ports are :
regular feeder service to the
Shipping Lines/Agents Average Monthly Call
DUO LINES 4
Scan Dutch 4
American President Lines 4
Eastern Shipping 4
C ,F,Sharp 2
F ,E .Zuel1ig 4
Soriamont •^1•iL
FiIsov 4
Fil-Sap jL.
Sealand 4
Maersk 4
National Shipping Corp.
of the Phils. o
Neptune Orient Lines 4
Amership
Main container flows by origin and destination. There
were no figures available that give a good insight into 
the origin and destination of the containers handled in
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South Harbor and Manila International Container Port. The 
only figure available is a trade breakdown for the years 
1975—1977. This figure shows that 33% of the total trade 
was directed from and to the U.S.A. For EEC countries and 
Japan these figures were respectively 16.6 and 28.2%. 
From these and other statistics it can be seen that at 
present the U.S.A. is still the main trade-partner of the 
Philippines.
Operations and Procedures :
At-the port of Manila,container handling is carried out 
at three separate areas, namely South Harbor, North Har­
bor and the newly constructed container terminal, the 
Manila International Container Port Terminal CMICPT).
The South Harbour is the conventional cargo port for 
international traffic, where vessels are loaded and dis­
charged alongside finger piers. One of these piers has 
been converted to handle containers using a 2 gantry cra­
nes. The pier is not fitted for container stacking and 
containers have to be removed by prime movers and chassis 
to a location opposite the pier's entrance road. In this 
badly paved area straddle carriers and transtainers per­
form the off-loading, stacking and delivery of contai­
ners .
Owing to the absence of sufficient stacking ' space, con­
tainers are also stacked in long lines alongside and on 
the main port road (which connects the different finger 
piers), causing hindrance to the port traffic and unsafe 
situations when boxes are moved. Furthermore, fast move­
ment of goods to and from the three port locations is 
generally impossible. E’ue to the lack of sufficient 
infrastructure, access roads are seriously congested
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during peak hours. The international container terminal 
is designed only for the handling of containers. Loading 
and unloading of vessels is carried out with two rail- 
mounted quay container cranes of which one is electrical­
ly driven, the other being diesel electrically operated. 
Horizontal transport is performed with prime mover and 
chassis; stacking; off-loading and delivery is carried 
out with straddle carriers. The shipping lines CBealand 
and Maersk) have their own area in the yard where the 
containers or the companies'chassis remain for stacking.
In North Harbor, only inter-island containers are hand­
led. Loading and discharge of vessels is carried out with 
ships, horizontal transport with prime movers and chassis 
or trailers and off loading, delivery and stacking with 
heavy forklift trucks. Some of the inter-island shipping 
lines have stacking areas for containers separated from 
the finger piers by the port road. LCL cargo is handled 
in specially allocated sheds in the South and North har­
bors and at the new container terminal in the newly, 
constructed CFS. All procedures controlling the movement 
and stacking of containers are carried out by hand. The 
system is, except for the lay-out and contents of the 
forms, similar to those in use for conventional cargo. 
All container movements, off-loading and delivery of con­
tainers, are more or less controlled in a central office.
Allocation of stacks is done by the ships and yard 
foremen and certain stacks are reserved for certain ship­
ments for outgoing. No special planning exists.
The task of locating containers depends largely on the so 
called "Locators" assigned in container yard. Shifting of 
containers is, in most of the time,not documented or 
monitored by the central office thereby complicating the 
location system. This problem is more pronounced in the
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South Harbor, where the container yards are dispersed and 
no (radio) communication exists to link up these areas. 
Inadequate information and the absence of (radio) com­
munication before the start of discharging operations, 
prevent the segregation of FCL and LCL during stacking at 
the container yards. This result in doubling handling of 
containers, unproductive equipment utilization and delays 
in delivery or stripping operations. Delay in the tran­
smittal of delivery and other documents involved in the 
clearing of stripped cargo and containers are also incur­
red due to the number and location of the different offi­
ces' of customs, contractors and Port Authority.
Customs procedures are very complicated and tedious. It 
is said that normally 25 to 30 signatures are required to 
obtain customs clearance. Offices of" the customs are 
located in various parts of the different ports and the 
transfer of documents is carried out by specially assig­
ned errand-boys. The processing of import documents is 
continuous!ly being reviewed by the Bureau of Customs 
with the object of streamlining and simplifying the pro­
cesses. Customs have already stopped the requirements for 
the use of the "VAN WITHDRAWAL PERMIT" and the need for 
customs signatures on the gate passes. The average dwel­
ling time of containers (FCL) is said to be 15 days. The 
storage and discharge planning for container vessels is 
carried out by the shipping lines in coordination with 
the chief mates.
Inter-island container traffic :
The inter-island container traffic has grown very rapidly 
since it started in 1976-1977. Now a substantial part of 
the cargo on the inter-island routes, estimated at 35%, 
is shipped by containers. Some lines on the main shipping
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routes have already 80% of their cargo containerized. The 
main port for domestic containerized cargo is Manila in 
North Harbor. It is expected that here approximately
240,000 TEU will be handled in 1982.
The statistical year book gave the following figures 
(TED) for the main (out) ports, where the containers are 
hand led.From the data shown below, it can be said parti­
cularly for North Harbor, Manila, that there was an enor­
mous growth.
Year 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981
Manila
N.Harbor 13,579 44,258 84,499 154,258 204,827
Cebu 31,429 38,217
11igan 3,942 34,249
Gen.Santos 7,315 18,205
Cagagan de Oro 7,858 18,517
Davao 22,814 4,002
1982
240,000
According to PPA head office and other authorities, the 
present facilities in the main outports are more than 
sufficient to handle containers. Most of these facilities 
have been realized with loans from the World Bank, Asian 
Development Bank, and "Die Kreditanstalf fur wiederauf- 
bau". Notable however is the apparent inadequacy of 
equipment. It is fact in these outports that they do not 
have sufficient or lack of equipment available to handle
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containers. Containers are handled by ships gear or ren­
ted mobile cranes.
Due to the enormous growth in the last decade and 
the expected growth for the coming years in container 
numbers for the Manila ports, the need of a domestic con­
tainer terminal is anticipated and has been planned. This 
domestic container terminal will have a direct connection 
(by road) to the Manila International Container Port Ter­
minal .
Most of the containers for the inland traffic are shipped 
by local shipping companies using converted conventional 
vessels. Most of these vessels were formerly used by 
Japanese shipping Lines. Due to the fact that containers, 
particularly the 40 ft., also the 20 ft., are difficult 
to handle with these vessels, the local shipping 'lines 
have constructed smaller containers. As a result there 
are now a great number of containers of '10 ft. and other 
smaller sizes.
It is,the expectation of PPA that the growth of the 
inter-island traffic will continue. For the North harbor 
in Manila, PPA has made a cargo flow forecast which gives 
an indication of the expected growth of the domestic con­
tainerization.
North Harbor,Manila Projections (TED)
1982
1984
1983
1986
1985
240.000
280.000
320.000
360.000
410.000
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1987 A6D,000
Findings : Discussion
To obtain an insight into the procedures, if they 
does exist, is hardly possible. The movement of the con­
tainers cannot be followed, due to the numerous undocu­
mented or unresgitered shifting of containers. The system 
depends to a great deal on the "locators", who are con­
stantly searching for the right containers. Some of the 
larger container shipping lines have the opportunity to 
handle their containers in their own yards, miles away 
from the port area. The containers are carried under 
customs seal to those areas where the normal customs 
clearance procedures for shipping, stuffing, or FCL deli­
very can be carried out. The shipping lines using the new 
container terminal have at present enough space available 
to control the movements of the containers within reaso­
nable limits. The CFS however is already reaching its 
capacity.
As has been stated at the start of this work, the 
organization of the port is in the hands of the Philip­
pines Ports Authority. The cargo handling is however car­
ried out by private contractors (terminal operator). As a 
consequence of the brief existence of the PPA (from 1977 
onwards) the organization is still weak, largely due to 
the absence of enough experienced port personnel. The 
private contractors/operators do not have experience in 
container handling and its organization. The absence of 
any planning system will cause serious problems for the 
new container yard in the future,as was happening in the 
North and South Harbours.
An inventory study was made by consultants-sponso-
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red by UNCTAD in coordination with PPA and Bureau of 
Customs on the organization, systems used, port and 
customs procedures. Recommendations concerning modern 
information systems and structure, communication, organi—
i.ation, customs documentation and training were made, but 
there was no follow-up or no implementation has been ini­
tiated .
Salient points and possible assistance which were inclu­
ded in the recommendation are on ;
— Set-up of a container terminal information system
— Ship and yard planning operations
— Organization,systems and procedures
— Equipment control and preventive maintenance schedules.
— Training and improvement of skills in the following 
sectors :
. administration (PPA and contractors/operators)
. computer techniques (PPA and contractors/operators)
. port operations and procedures (PPA and 
contractors/operators)
. maintenance (PPA and contractors/operators)
. customs procedures (for customs officers)
6.2. CURRENT STATUS OF CONTAINER OPERATIONS IN THE PHI­
LIPPINES.
Status of container operations :
Containerization in the Philippines expanded fast. 
At present the Manila port handles about 500,000 contai­
ners equally divided over inland and international ship­
ping. About 35% and 50% of the break bulk general cargo 
is containerized respectively for inter-island and 
ocean-going traffic. For ocean-going container, Manila is 
a feeder port for Hongkong and Kao Hsioung. Initially, 
all containers were handled conventionally. In 1978, the 
Manila International port came in operation. In the futu­
re all international containers are to be handled at this
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terminal. At presenti60% is still handled over the con­
ventional wharves. The expectations for the international 
containers are 380,000 TEU's in 1985.
Level of operation ;
Because of the fast expanding containerization the 
service level of the port in containerization has not 
kept pace with the requirements. Present container hand­
ling is controlled by the port authority and carried out 
by private contractor and terminal operators. Adequate 
control systems do not exist and the container handling 
is still handled or carried out at the level of general 
cargo. Due to lack of space in the conventional cargo 
port where still 60% of the containers are handled, con­
tainers are stacked at a place where space is available, 
thereby normal and efficient control is not possible. The 
substandard container throughput in the Port of Manila is 
also explained by the lack of equipment and complicated 
customs procedures.
Outports/inter-island shipping s
Inter-island shipping in the Philippines has grown 
very fast over the past years. The main outports are 
Cebu, Iligan, General Santos, Cagayan de Oro and Davao. 
The containers handled in the outports are mainly dome­
stic cargo. There is, however, also direct feedering to 
and from Hongkong and Kao Hsiong that takes place. Spe­
cial facilities for containers handling are not availab­
le, but most of the operations are carried out with ships 
gear and mobile cranes. At present, about 35% of all 
inter-island cargo is containerized and it is still 
expected to grow. On some main routes this percentage has 
reached 80%. In the port of Manila little space is avai­
lable. As a result of this, some shipping lines have 
developed own inland distribution terminals. These inland 
containers is expected though to be reduced once the new 
terminal become fully operational. . -
Developmental studies :C1)
With all the stated difficulties and constraints 
which are presently experienced, a developmental study 
was conducted and the following recommendations were 
arrived at s
1.increase of paved area for containers stacking in new 
containers
2.construction of new CFS
3.inventarization of container procedures and operations 
by foreign expert from UNCTAD, including recommenda­
tions for training of port operation's personnel.
The problem of inadequate experience in containerization
Cl) "EEC Assistance For A Study on Container Terminal 
Operations in ASEAN Ports", 1982, Typewritten, PPA.
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can be considered as the most important constraint, 
resulting in ;
1. difficulties in formulating the requirements on equip­
ment and lay-out of terminal and stacking areas.
2. weak organisational structures,procedures and adminis­
tration .
3.lack of skill for all levels in the handling operations 
and the maintenance of equipment.
4.out-dated customs procedures.
At this point, it must be stressed that container 
terminals, more than general cargo terminal facilities, 
will only function under all circumstances (peak and 
lows) when procedures are based on the handlings and are 
carried out with disciplined and experienced personnel at 
all levels. This requires a great deal of devising the 
proper procedures and information systems, as has been 
observed by the researcher during his many visits and 
observations to the different ports in Sweden, Norway, 
Germany and Canada. This should be supported by a good 
lay-out of facilities and sufficient equipment.
The reason that container handling requires a more 
disciplined way of operations may be summed up as fol­
lows :
1. the difficulty in identifying the goods in containers.
2. heavier individual loads, requiring heavy and more 
sophisticated equipment.
3. higher investment in facilities and equipment requi­
ring, for economic reasons, a high occupation rate.
4. uniformity in handling methods.
5. high investments in container vessels and containers 
requiring a fast turn-around time for both vessels and 
containers.
• 1 1 4
To some extent, it is worth mentioning that in most cases 
port users complain about the customs personnel and 
customs procedures. Problems with the relation between 
users and customs officers and long lasting procedures in 
many cases result in long dwelling time for the contai­
ner. This means that extra replacements and an appropria—■ 
te, meaning computerised administration to locate and 
find the container. These constraints and difficulties 
posed a very negative effect on the future development 
possibilities of containerization. The problems and dif­
ficulties seem to arise due to non—training oriented. 
Mostly, management solution is of the best alternative. 
The researcher believes that somewhere along the line 
training will or might also serves as a source of help 
solve said problems as in most cases it is the lack of 
understanding between two entities cOhich actually pro­
duce the gap between them. And it will be through these 
gaps wherein education and training should come in. It is 
at this point that the researcher views the suggestions 
of a fact finding team from "EEC assistance for a study 
on container terminal operations in ASEAN ports" as most 
appropriate one to be given considerations.
Assistance mentioned fall under two ways s
1. constant assistance, in particular, in order to solve a 
number of actual bottle-necks.
2. training assistance, which should lead in a long run to 
structural improvement of the level of management and 
operations.
Education and training, which is the very essence of this 
study, will take much of the discussion on training assi­
stance aspect and therefore follow the thinking of the 
recommendation of the fact finfing team that a comprehen­
sive training program on containerization is felt to be
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the need at this time. It was also felt that the greatest 
need for training exists in the field of middle manage­
ment and staff on an operational level.
Training assistance :
As was mentioned before, the Philippines was a 
recipient of the training assistance sought to improve 
training facilities in the field of containerization for 
more and better education for middle management and ope­
rational staff. In addition to this, a common interest 
not. only to educate these people, but also to involve 
local trainer in it, due to language problems and diffe­
rences in circumstances per region or country. The assi­
stance sought for was to educate local trainers and to 
help these trainers with the set-up anc^  implementation of 
a longterm local training programs.
The most prepared training courses to be developed are :
1. administration procedures and paper flows
2. computerized administration and procedures
3. ships and yard planning
A.control of maintenance activities
5.training in the proper use of equipment
Essential for a longer term training program is a centra­
lized education of future local trainers and a decentra­
lized education of the middle management and the opera­
tions people.
Alternatives that can be used to suit the course are ;
a).All the training on all the fine items could take pla­
ce in a central place.In that central place a port 
school could be provided,which would be well equipped 
for a sophisticated training program.
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Advantages :
1. better possibilities to keep and improve the desired 
quality levels.
2. the large number of courses would encourage the
build-up of a well-equipped school.
3. eKperience can easily be exchanged between trainers, 
training experts, etc.
Disadvantages :
1. course attendants cannot easily deal with their "own" 
equipment,procedures, etc.
2. course attendants should be educated in their own lang­
uage.
3. trainers cannot give a personal follow-up after the 
attendants have left the courses.
4. high travelling costs have to be made by people to 
visit this regional/central port schgol.
bl.Send people to other well-equipped ports tfbreign) 
where they can get on-the-job training.
Advantages ;
1. no investment have to be made for the education and the 
assistance of the trainers.
2. the program could start immediately.
Disadvantages :
1. some people would have to be trained with equipment, 
procedures, etc. which are not their own.
2. costs have to be made for travelling, allowances, etc.
3. due to the limited manpower available in the ports only 
a few people could be educated at the same time.
4.it is not possible to give,under local circumstances, a 
follow-up after the attendant has left the course.
5.it is very difficult to maintain, on a long term, the
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skilled level people who have reached during the course.
To sum up, the over all set-up of a training that is gea­
red to the needs mentioned consists of a number of proce­
dures, namely :
1.Foreign training experts will be sent to the place whe­
re the program is to be conducted.
2.In the central place on the area of the region, the 
future local trainers will be educated by training 
experts.
3. After education the local trainers will, together with 
the assistance of the training experts, develop local 
courses,which will be adapted to the local situation.
4. Also the organization (course room, educational app­
liances, lecture notes, etc.) has to be done by the 
local trainers with assistance from expatriate training 
expert.
5. After an evaluation of the first local courses the 
assistance and mission of the expatriate training 
expert will be ended.
Recommended scope of study :
The following may be considered for area of discipline ; 
1.container terminal planning and development:
(a) .siting, layout and design and construction of con­
tainer terminals;
(b) .recommendations on equipment configurations in
relation to peculiarities of container terminals-;
(c) .operational planning;
(d) .development of ancilliary infrastructure and faci­
lities such as access road networks, inland contai­
ner terminal groupage centers, maritime industrial 
centers, etc.; and 
Ce).recommendations on the development of container
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ports into base ports on feeder ports.
2 . Container terminal management and operations
(а) .appropriate management techniques/tools for contai­
ner terminal;
Cb).berth operations planning, monitoring and control 
systems procedures5 
Cc).electronic data processing (EDP) applications for 
container terminal;
Cd).container transport and handling technology/techni- 
ques;
(e).CFS operations (stuffing and stripping);
<f).safety and security requirements in container ter­
minal operations;
(g).equipment maintenance programming; and 
Ch).container terminal communication^systems.
3. Comprehensive Training Program on Containerization
(1) .the economics of containerization (relative to
national port development planning and port inve­
stment) ;
(2) .maritime regulations on container shipping;
(3) .container shipping operations, terminal management;
(4) .container terminal operations;
(5) .container handling equipment maintenance;
(б) .identification of containerizable commodities and
the appropriate handling and packaging method for 
such commodities; and
(7).container terminal safety and security.
4.Simplification and Standardization of container docu­
ments (Transactional forms and instruments).’
5.Special unit-load terminal arrangements
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1 . combined general (break-bulk) cargo and containerized 
cargo terminal;
2 . terminal for combined barge and container operations^ 
and
3 . terminal for combined ro-ro and container operations.
c'
12G
6.3. Its Implication to Education and Training.
Through the findings and discussion presented on the 
containerization in the Philippines, as well at its pre­
sent status, it can be summed up that the containeriza­
tion in the Philippines is here to stay and will continue 
to grow. This can be seen from the 1983 Report of the 
General Manager of the Philippine Ports Authority CPPA) 
quoted partially as follows : "As expected containeriza^ 
tion continued to grow tonne ^ wise. The 8.1 million 
total (2.A million foreign and 5.7 million domestic) 
represent a rise of 12.5% and in terms of the more con^ 
ve’ntional twenty-foot equivalent units (;TELJs ) ,the overall 
total of 781,119 TEUs in 1983 (Foreign 305,657 TEUs and 
475,762 domestic) was 8.9% above that of the previous 
year (1982)".
The Port of Manila continued to handle most of the con­
tainers accounting for 96% of the foreign container volu­
me and 55% of the domestic traffic.
The total foreign TEUs in Manila was 29>i,<i01, a growth of 
only 1.3% , while the total domestic TEU's was 262,260, 
representing an increase of 6.1% over 1982.
The growing acceptance by the public of containerization 
was evidenced by the increase in container traffic dBS^ 
pite the decrease in total cargo volumes.
Thus,the demand for more modern facilities and equipment 
is especially pronounced. This, of course, will lead to 
a necessity for more assistance to back up all the pro­
jected increase of activities within the port environ­
ment .
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Its Implication to PPTC and Its Training Programs ;
More than 10,00G workers at the Port of Manila are 
facing dislocation because of containerisation. This is 
actually what is happening at present as containerization 
threatens the dockworkers' jobs and poses a big problem 
to the administrators as well.
This means to PPTC - a loss of the majority of its pros­
pective clients (trainees) in the near future.
It is, however, the belief of the researcher that by loo­
king into the future development of technology,the 
approach to cargo-handling, objectives on services to be 
rendered to its clientele in the port industry, the pre­
sent situation will increasingly be seen against the 
background of an integrated distribution system.
Cargo transport will require a new coordination procedu­
re, to be internationally standardized as far as practi­
cable and possible,involving the shippers, carriers, 
waterfront and inland warehousing and ports services.
As a result of these various activities within the 
port, the Philippine Ports Authority and Port Personnel 
Training Centre will have to expand their sphere of acti­
vities and services to the intermodal concept of trans­
porting cargo with the exception of railway.
This can only mean to PPTC that instead of losing 
its clientele as regard training, it will have the vast 
opportunities to serve the new entrants to the environ­
ment .
CHAPTER VII
S U M M A R Y ,  C O M C L - U S X O M  A M D  
R S C O M M E M D A T X O M
A.SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION :
This study was envisioned to satisfy some of the
more pressing problems confronting the Port Personnel
Training Centre as regards :
1 .-its own status as a department of the Philippine Ports 
Authority, as mentioned in_ the preceding chapter;
2 . as it relates itself with the different agencies both 
government,private and international as well in matters 
concerning human resource development;
3, as it compares itself with port administration or 
authorities both developing and developed countries 
which cater to the same clientele, that is, the 
portworkers;
A.its role in the delivery of training services towards 
port operators engaged in container handling (unitized 
and palletized!) break bulk and general cargo and other 
port related services.
5.its own staff development, both in the local and 
international, fellowships or scholarships;
6 . procurement of training aids and materials; and
7. the development,modification and enrichment of its pre­
sent training materials.
The study further hopes to be able to surmount all the 
difficulties that it is now facing all PPTC's,staff, and 
eventually to convince The top management to see the
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benefits of Port Personnel Training Centre. The port 
industry's human development is a critical factor in port 
productivity and educating and training them will 
accomplish the , the port of the PPA-PPTC, labour.
As of December 1985,PPTC has conducted a total of 1,136 
training courses on management,port operations,and port 
equipment and maintenance levels since its initial 
operation in 1976. PPTC graduated 22,171 participants 
from the port and private sectors throughout the country.
Presently,PPTC continues the delivery of training 
programs in all levels of port manpower through the 
Philippines within the scope of its responsibilities. At 
times, PPTC accepts those trainees who would want to 
upgrade their knowledge and skills on port operations 
activities.These walk-in trainees attend these courses 
either for personnel needs or in anticipation of standing 
job offer waiting them outside of the country.
However, there is a felt need to improve or reinforce 
visual training aids/instructional gadgets. Supports are 
pinpointed in the port equipment and maintenance training 
delivery, specifically in the training of heavy equipment 
operators and mechanics.
The course of this nature requires actual demonstration/ 
operation of the machine which the PPTC is sadly lacking.
PPTC has to make representations with or request to, the 
private port operators/owners to allow participants to 
avail of their equipment for practicum purposes. In the 
past, these operators/agencies were more than willing 
to do so as the majority of the participants were their
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own people.
Recently, however,due to slump in our economy and the 
rise in cost of spare parts and materials, these same 
agencies are reluctant to lend their equipment.
This recent development has therefore posed a great 
threat to the PPTC in its effort to provide a pool of 
highly skilled/heavy skilled opertors and technicians in 
the ports.
There is a substantial brain drain of heavy equipment 
operators and technicians ip the country and PPTC is the 
only training entity of the government which cater to 
this type of training and it hopes to remedy this acute 
shortage of manpower in the transport industry.
PPTC,after the expiration of the RP-NORAD/ILO agreement, 
sought the asssistance of other organizations and 
agencies, both local and international, to assist PPTC in 
its various training and development activities.Among 
them are the following :
1 .Local :
(a!) .Equipment Depot of the Ministry of Public Works and 
Highway.
(b).Logistic Command of the Armed Forces of the 
Philippines.
<c).National Manpower and Youth Council (NMYC) of the 
Ministry of Labor .
2 .International :
(a).UN-ESCAP-conducted course on Management of Contai­
ner Terminal operations in 1981. The course related 
to new process in the conduct of courses.
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Simulation technique was introduced for the first 
in the Philippine ports.
(b!) .UNDP/UNCTAD/TRAINMAR - started in 1982, and up to 
the present, these agencies provided PPTC with 
technical services and assistance in the 
development,adaptation of courses which were 
developed and validated in African and Asian 
countries.
A new concept in training implementation,the deli­
very of validated training materials,was also 
introduced and consequently adapted in the training 
activities of the PPT Centre.
Cc).BREMEN LAGERHAUS Gesellschaff (BEG:) of West Germa­
ny, aware of PPTC's need through the intercession 
of the researcher, donated two units of forklift 
machines with 2 ton capacity each in good operating 
condition. At the present time it is proving useful 
in the delivery of'the training courses.
(dl.Carl Duisberg — Gesellschaft e.v. Cologne — and the 
Carl Duisberg - Gesellschaft (Phil) Inc.
The local chapter of CDG (Phil) Inc. in coordina­
tion with CDG.e.v.cologne sponsored a course on 
trainer's course for Port Training Technology in 
1978. Said course was participated in by all the 
PPTC Training Staff and some resource speakers of 
the Training Centre.
Aside from the assistance above-mentioned, coming from 
the different institutions and agencies,PPTC also 
solicited assistance from different government agencies
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and port users engaged in port services.Unused equipment 
and appliances were donated to the PPTC. These equipment 
were in turn transformed/developed into teaching aids 
such as mock-up, cut-away and exploded views of the 
different operational systems of the cargo handling 
equipment.
B.RECOMMENDANTIONS ;
(1) .The Port Personnel Training Centre (PPTC), being
the the training arm of Philippine Ports Authority, 
is faced with the task of meeting the port manpower 
development and services requirements of the ports 
industry.To meet this demand,PPTC has to align 
itself with PPA Head Off ice,on matters of revision 
of policies,reorganization,cost reduction programs, 
equipment and facilities requirements and informa­
tion campaign to make the public aware of.. PPA's 
activities.
Added to these,PPTC has to update its training cur­
ricula to meet technological changes,make use of 
PPA's international linkages for port manpower 
training and development.
(2) .A port training fund be augmented to finance PPTC's
manpower and material resources' needs,the research 
and development of innovative materials, and the 
implementation and evaluation of port training 
courses all over the country.
(3) .A Trainer's upgrading course for PPTC key personnel
and for other port personnel be instituted which 
will qualify them to conduct port training
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courses. It should be a continuing program rather 
than an ad hoc basis, waiting only for a chance
to have an opportunity to be given the training.
(A).As the unskilled and semi-skilled workers are not 
good enough for the port of today,and in the futu­
re,skilled workers are needed.This is because in 
the ports higher skills are required from all per­
sonnel at all levels. In order to overcome these 
problems, all those employed in the ports must be 
trained and further retrained on a continuous basis 
and those who enter the industry must be well - 
trained in order to meet the demands of work in the 
ports environment.
(51.Trainers/Training Officers of thfe Centres can avail 
of further study outside of the country under the 
sponsorship of international training institution 
e.g. Port of Bremen Training Institute and
HPTI-Hamburg Port Training Institute with the help 
of the Carl Duisberg Gesellschaft e.V.Cologne in 
Germany or
The Built-in vocational school at Gothenburg
Co.,Ltd.,For Training of Port Labourers,in coopera­
tion with Swedish International Development (SIDA) 
in Goteborg,Sweden or
The Port of Singapore Port Authority in cooperation 
with the Colombo Plan and Japan International Coo­
peration Agency (JICA).
(6).An alternative is to have the Training of Trainers/ 
Training officers be effected in the Philippines.
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A considerable advantage of this scheme is that a 
larger number of participants can attend the 
training courses.Training of both teaching staff 
and responsible managers can be realized.
On the spot training is closely related to the pre­
vailing problems, that is, local problems can be 
detected and solved immediately.
(7).Lastly,training staff can be stationed or attached 
to a specific company for a specific period of time 
and be on an on-the-job training to give the indi­
vidual the experience of what is actually happening 
on site or on post.
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I^UppiM Ports Authority 
Port Personnel Training Center 
Trdirtnq Programs
1984
jHfc FOKT PER3QNAI5L TRAININQ CEftfg^
Th« >ott Pdrsoniidl Irainiog Centsy, <PPIC) is 
the manpower training and development arm of the 
Philippine Ports Authority (PPA). It was originally 
created and administered by the Bureau of Customs 
in early 1973 but was formally transfeired to the 
.PPA last August 1, 1976 when PPA assumed the respon­
sibility in the implementation of an integrated prog- 
ran for the planning, development, financing, opera­
tion and maintenance of ports or port districts for 
the entire country by virtue ol Presidential Decree 
Nos* 50B and 857.,
The Port Personnel Training Center aims to pro­
fessionalize port services and provide the port man­
power with the updated and relevant knowledge, skills 
and attitudes on all aspects of port management, port 
operations and port equipment and maintenance and 
other plated port undertakings thru efficient and 
effective p o p  manpower training programs designed 
to help^Ja^) promote the proper and maximun utiliza- 
- tion of pbrt manpower and facilities; (b) reduce the 
handling; and (c) minimize accidents, 
claims, losses and damages arising from faulty hand­
ling of cargo*
For further information on course designs, program 
implementation and other particulars, visit our Center 
at Gate 4, South Harbor, Port Area, Manila, or call up ^  
Tel. Nos* 49-66-10; 49-66-73; 49-66-63 & 49-66-34.
r'
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COURSES FOR PORT MAT^ iPOWER Oft PERSOJINELi
The Port Personnel Training Center offers to 
share its. experience in port management, port opera­
tions and port equipment through the following cour­
ses for 198V84; (These courses do not include those 
that are designed or may be designed based on an on- 
• 9.oing development/updating of courses and or recog­
nized needs of port userst)
A* The Port Management Training Programst
THE PORT PER30NWEL TRAINING CENf £A
thd Port Personnel Trainiog Center, (PPTC} is 
the manpower training and development arm of the 
Philippine Ports Authority (PPA), It was originally 
created and administered by the Bureau of Customs 
in early 1973 but was formally transfered to the 
PPA last August 1, 1976 when PPA assumed the respon­
sibility in the implementation of an integrated prog­
ram for the planning, development, financing, opera­
tion and maintenance of ports or port districts for 
the entire country by virtue of Presidential Decree 
Nos. 505 and 857,
The Port Personnel Training Center aims to pro­
fessionalize port services and provide the port man­
power with the updated and relevant knowledge, skills 
and attitudes on all aspects of port management, port 
operations and port equipment and maintenance and 
other related port undertakings thru efficient and 
effective port manpower training programs designed 
to help: (a) promote the proper and maximum utiliza­
tion of port manpower and facilities; (b) reduce the 
cost of cargo handling; and (c) minimize accidents, 
claims, losses and damages arising from faulty hand­
ling of cargo.
For further Information on course designs, program 
implementation and other particulars, visit our Center 
at Gate 4, South Harbor, Port Area, Manila, or call up j 
Tel. Nos. 49-66-10; 49-66-73; 49-66-63 & 49-66-34.
COURSES FOR PORT MANPOtVER OR P^iSOUNELi ^
The Port Personnel Training Center offers to 
share its experience in port management, port (opera­
tions and port' equipment tharough the following cour-. 
ses for 1983/84; (These courses do not^  include those 
that are designed or may be designed Piaffed on an on­
going developmenVupdating of courses and or recog­
nized needs of port users*)
A, The Port W^ageroent Training Programs* ..
■ ■ . ■ V. . , .
- 2 -
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Arrastre/Stevedoripg Maaagement;
Contents f Port Management/Management -PunctionJ 
Port Administration ■ 
r Port Organization: An Overview
- .Port Operation
■ - Port Performance
— • Motor Pool Administration .
- Creative Problem Solving
For Whom : Participants to this course are
bpdrations Manager-and their 
respective Assistants*, Supsrvi- 
;j, • sors. Piers and Shed Superin- 
. ,■ . t.endents.
Duration' ' : Six (6) days
. Np..of Hours : 48 Hours
Pee .s P125.00
Warehousing Management: .
Contents Public/Private Warehousing
- Storage, Materials Handling and 
Containerization
- Safety Measures an.d Organization
- Warehousing Operation
-- Warehousing Management Systems
- 4 -
Warehousemen, Operation Managers 
and their respective ^Lssistants, 
Div;J.»i;oo/Section Chiefs., Super­
visors, Pier and Shed Superin­
tendents,
Duration . i. ■. Six (6)- days (Hb^-^-day only) 
No. of Hours i 24 Httirs
, f  125^00
. vk,- ' * ■
.Container Terminal Management Operal^iorn
Contents - The Economics of the Port Industry
- iPhe Port Container Terminal
- Port Container Treminal Cargo 
Handling Equipment 
Container Operations 
Container Games
-Safety .
Qptiailzstioi} of Manpower 
- -.Operational Behavior and Performance
For Whom holding the positions 
of Managers, Asst, Managers and/ 
or other management personnel 
involved in or who will be involved 
in the management and operhtions 
of ^ 'ontainer JTerminalsi
Duration ; Six (6) days 
No. of Hours : 48 Hours
Pee , \l*ia5.00'
4. Port Statistics:>•
Coutents — Bole of Statistics in Port Operations
- Port Statistics
<• Management Statistics
- Collection and Organization of 
Statistical X>ai{a
- Presentation.of Statistical Pata
- Workshop
— . ^ U ' s  Data Requirements
- The Move Towards Containerization
Por Whom ?. Participants to this course are 
 ^ . Statisticians, Research Analysts, 
and Qther related personnel of 
Arrastre/Steaedoring Companies, 
Brokerage, Labor Onion, Trucking 
rand other port clientele involved 
in data-gathering analysis and 
interpretation of Statistical Data.
Duration Eight (8) days (Half-day session)
No. of Hours! 32HoUrs 
Pee ■ ; . ?«26,-pp:
5 _ - 6 -
Port Supervisor/ Devalopaeot: ■
Contents
Por Whom
Duration 
Net, of Hours 
Pee
Port Administration and Organiza4;!. 
tion • -
Port Operations Supervision 
Labor Relations 
Creative Problem Solving
: Participants to-the course are
Supervisors^ pier and Shed 
Superintendents, and any other 
personnel involved in a super­
visory nature. ^
:: S ix  (6 )  dgys
: 40 Hours
s P125.00
Port Bmploy^ee Development;
Contents - Courtesy and Ethica in the ;Service
-  Office Decorum
- Huiiian Relations, Morale and 
Motivation' .
- Employee Relations and Attitudes
- The EmpJLpyee.a'nd His Job .
- Office Communication
- Conditions of Work
- Personality Development
- Training and Development
■^or Vihon i. .Participants to the course are 
persons doing clerical workst 
.Secretaries and any personnel 
of the same level.
Duration .» Six and a half (63^) days.
.No. of Houxsi 50 Hours
■ Fee’ - ;
B, Port Operations Courses 1
1. Dockworkers/Stevedores 
Contents
- 8 -
Human Relations 
The Port 
Cargo Knowledge 
The Ship
On Board Operation 
On Deck Operation
r
Por Whom
SteVdoring Gears, Uses and Safe 
Working Load
Workers Benefits and Salient 
Provision of the Labor Cbde: 
Pertinent Labor Legislative 
Pamiiy Planning 
: Participants to this course
include currently employed and/
*‘or' wouid-be dockworkers or' • • •. I ■ 
stevdores*. ,
Dubatiou. ..: Pi.va. (5) days
No • of Hours; 40 Hodrs “
: i •
Pee ; ,^5.00 Por Port Workers
80.00 Por Non-Port Workers
2. Winchmen/Signalmen; -
Content's - Hole of Winchmen and Signalmen 
- Cargo Knowledge
For Whom
- Human Development
- Ships Gears, Equipment and tools
- Safety and Health
- Responsible parenthood
t Participants are those currently 
employed as V/inchmen and/or Sig­
nalmen or »4io are to be trans- 
fered or promoted to the position
Duration * ien (lO) days (Half-day session)
Wo. of Hours t 40 Hours
Fee * •FSS'.-JtSI® For Port Workers
For Non-Port Workers
Pre-Employment for Checkersi
Contents •
m
- Duties and Responsibilities of 
Checkers
Introduction to Port Operation 
• The Cargo
Determination and Computations of 
Weights and Measures 
Common Words afkl Phrases used in 
the Ports
Different {dirases of Cargo Checking 
and Forms
Overview and Description of e 
Cargo Ship
m 10^ '
- Environmental Safety and Health
- Personality D^elopment
- Family Planning
For Whom
Duration 
No. of Hours 
Fee
: Participants to this course are
persons intending to ^ be employed 
• as checkers who hav^^^ssed a 
series of pretests i^ or checkers.
t Fifteen (l5) days
t 118 Hours [
t For Port Workers
it^  Mi-kr\_D/%KS*{* W/MnlrA*rQ
4. Upgrading Checkers»
. Contents Role/Importance of Port Checkers 
Human Development 
Cargo Knowledge 
Cargo Flow
Claims and Liabilities 
Checking Procedures 
Workers Benefits 
Family Planning
For Whom t Participants tor this course are 
Checkers for at least one year 
■' occupying a portion for a par­
ticular phase of checking such
11 -
* as Recording, Posting, Receiving, 
etc.
Puration : Seven (7) days 
No. of Hours; 56 Hours
Fee
5. Gans^oss;
* ^ <25-00 ■ For Port Viiorkers 
80..6i3 For Non-Port Workers
Contents
For Whom
Duration
Role of Gangboss
The Port Organization and Lay-out 
Cargo Knowledge 
The Ship, Kinds and Parts 
Cables, Wires and Hopes 
Occupational Health and Safety 
Palletizing, Stowage on Dock 
Workers' denefits
General Standard Operating Procedures 
Policies, Forms and Documents
s Participants to this course are 
those employed as Gang Leaders 
or to be transfered or promoted 
to tha position.
s Six (6) days
No. of Hours t 48 Hours
, - 12 -
Fee » 915*00 For Port Workers 
70.00 For Non-port Workers
6. Foremen;
Contents - Foraaens' Role
- The Port's Lay-out and ^ Organization
- Cargo Knowledgje
- The Ship, Equijpment and Gears
> Containerization, ContWnerized
cargoes and The Containerized Ship • . »•- Cargo Movement,. Forms and Documents
- Systems of Stowage
- Human Development and Leadership
- Dock/Ship, Pre-planning and 
Operational Procedures
- Policies and Regulations in Port 
Oporations
- Causes and Prevention of d. 0«
Cargoes
For Whom : Foremen who are. currently enployed
and/or who are to be trails fered 
or promoted to the position.
Duration * Seven (7) days
No. of Hours I 56 Hours
Fee • ■PiS'.OQ For Port Workers
80.00 For Non-Port Workers
13
7« Containerization; (Inland Operation)
Contents - ContainerizationY
*■ yp'3s and Classes of Cargoes
- Handling and Stowage; Signs and Symbo
- CY Lay-out 
Docuaentation
•». rCargo-jCcrntrol
- Principles of Material Handling
- Hunan Relations
For Vfliom
Duration
; Participants to this course must 
be Supervisors, Foremen, Posting 
Checkers or any person involved 
in Container Operations.
; Eight (8) days (Half-day session)
No. of Hours 32 Hours
Fee ^ u r o o
8« Viarehousinp Operation;
Contents The Historical Development of 
Warehousing 
Hunan Relations 
Cargo i^wledge
Warehouses, Organization and T^ypes 
Procedures and Techniques 
V/arehouse Preparation
14 -
Case Studies 
Workers Benefits 
Fesnily Planning
; Participants*to this course must 
be Warehousemen, Assistants, 
Storekeepers^ Stock^lerks or any
person involved in S^farehousing.W'*'-
; Six'(6) days 
;. 48 Hours [
* #125.00
9. Dangerous Cargo Handling;
Contents - Properties and Conposition of 
Substance.
 ^ - Radioactive and Related Substance
- Dangerous Cargo Container
- Classification,' Handling,
Storage and Stowage
- Safety and Firsts Aid
For Whom ; .Participants to this course are 
•Checkers, Strokeepers, Foremen 
anct/or any person who have know­
ledge in Marks, Labels and 
Symbols of Dangerous Cargoes.
; Five (5) days
For ¥i/hom.
Duration 
No, of Hours 
Fee
Duration
- 15
No. of Hours t 20 Hours
Fee *
10. Basic Port Safetyt
Contants - History of Safety
- Conmunication 
“ Fire Safety
Preventive Maintenance and Repair
- First Aid
- Materials Handling and Storage
For Whom j Participants to this course
include currently employed and/ 
or vwuld be employed Safety 
Officers,
Duration . Six (6) days (Haif-day session) 
No. of Hours : 24 Hours
a * F25»00 For Port Workers
80,00 _For Non-Port Workers
11. Firefighting:
Contents - Introduction to Fire Safety
- Fire Prevention and protection 
“ • Fire Brigade Organization
Fire Contorl and Extinguishment
- Practicum
For Whom : Participants to this course must
. b e  ForemeOf Checkerst Oockworkers
■ ♦  ■■ *»'
. and Stevedores presently employed. 
Duration t Five (5) days (Half-day session)
No. of Hours : 20 Hours *
• -
Foe : Fox Port Workers
8O,£0. For I'ton-PorX.yJorkets
Containerization:
Contents •• History
- The Ship
- The Container Terminal
- Containerized Cargo
i .
-  Containers
- Container Operations
- Checking Procedures and Documentation
- Loss Control and Port Safety
- Basic, supervisory Functions
- Pre-Planning Operations and Time
T^le Setting ' • , .
For ’iVhdih
Duration
: This course is intended for 
•Supervisors, Foremen or any 
personnel involved in. operations,
: Seven (7) days
. No. of Hours * 56 Hours -' jT"
Fee t Pll^aOO
13. Cargo GontroLi . •
Contents - Accounj^abie' Firm; and Documents *
- Receiving
- Recording
- Delivery
^or l/^ hom i t Participants to this course must 
be a Manifest Clerks. Posting 
Clerks. Shed Supervisors, Foremen 
and any personnel involved in 
the control of cargoes.
Duration J Five.(5) days (Half-day session)
Ho. of Hours : 20 Hours
- 17 -
Fee : P125.00
14. Standard First Aid:
Contents Introduction to First Aid 
The Circulatory System and Shock
4m
Cardiac Pulnx>nary Resuscitation 
The Wound and Its Care 
Poisoning
The Skeletal Systemi Bone and Joint 
Injury
- Burns; Injuries to Heat and Cold.
. - Coirenon Medical Emergencies
- Transj»rtation
- Practicum
For Vihom- . * Participants to this course are
Checkers, Dockworlf^^/Stevedoxes, 
Foremen, Supervisors -pr /any 
person who vfants'^ 'tV learn about 
First Aid.
Duration * Five (5) days (Whol^ day) 
or (Half day) depending upn
cliontel.
•No. of Hours » 40 Hours
r .18 -
Pgg I FaS.OO For Port ?<orkers
30*0P For iton-Port Workers
15, Abbreviated First Aid^ t
Contents General First Aid , .
The Circulatory System and Shock 
Cardiac Pulmonary Resuscitation 
Wounds and Their Care 
Specific Wound^
Poisoning
Common Medical ..Emergencies 
Rescue and Transport
t---- - J 9 -  ""
For. W»om t Participants to this course must
be Foremen , Supervisors, Checkers, 
Dockworkers/Stevedores or any per­
son who wanUto take up First Aid,
Duration i Five (6) days
Mo, of Hours * 20 Hours 
Fee. * For Port Workers 
For Non-Port Workers
C, FV>rt Ecpilpment and Maintenance Courses*
= —  ^ -
1, Forklift Operations and Maintenance*
Contents - Role of the Forklift Operator
-  The Machine
- Hov/ the Machine Works
- Preventive Maintenance
- Defensive Driving ?
- General Operating ^ihttruclions
- Starting and jStopping Machlne/gear 
Shifting
- Traeelling
- Piling 1 ■ ‘
- Cargo Handling
f Working in Ship's Hold «■• Operational Manuever
- Ciargo Signs and Symbols.
- Trouble Shooting
- Practicum
For V/hom * . Participants “to ^ I s  course are 
Forklift Opprators, Forklift 
Maintenance, personnel and would 
be operators for Pre-entry courses* 
Drivers License is a pre-requisite 
for all participants.
: This is a 50 hour course, for Pre­
entry training, the. percentage of
Duration
- 21
........ ^racticum to theory is 60-40 in
favor of practicum; for Upgrading 
courses, 7Q-30 in favor of theory. 
Sessions inay be conducted on a 
whole, or half day basis at the 
time most convenient to the par­
ticipants...
Fee t P25'.CX) For Port Workers
For Non-Port V/orkexs
2. Crane Operations and Maintenance?
Contents — Role of the Crane 'Operator 
. - The Crane
- Lifting Capacities
- Crane C^orations Without Load
- Crane Operations with Pre-Oeterrained 
Load
- Hazards in Crane Operations
- Safety Tips
- How the Machine 'Works
- Preventive Maintenance
For Whom : this course is intended for Crane 
. Operators, Crane Maintenance 
personnel and would be.operators 
for Pre-enrty courses^.Drivers
. ^ License is a pre-requisite for 
all participants.
Duration : This is a 50 hours corse, the 
course outline for Pre-entry 
training is 6CpJ practicum and 
40!^  theory, ^ox Upgrading course 
however, theory have more weight 
70^ '.
Fee : f25*0) For* Port*eWotkers
80*00 For Non-Port Workers
.  1 . . .
Iruck-Tractor/Trailer Operatioi^' *and'Maintenance
Contents
For ifihom
Duration
Role of the Driver I
The Truck-Tractor/Trailer
How the Machine Works
Trouble Shooting
Traffic Rules and Regulations
Defensive Driving •*
General Driving Instructions 
Trailer Operations 
Practicum
«•*
s This course is designed fox 
Tractor Operators, Tractor Main­
tenance personnel and would-be 
operators for Pre-entry course. 
Drivers License is a pre-requi­
site for all participants.
t This is a 50 hours course.
Fee
4, Preventive 
Contents ■
For Whom
• - 23- -
For Pre-entry training, more emphasis 
will be given to practicum (6Q56) 
than the theory. In Upgrading courses 
theory will be underscored more than 
prdcticum (30^).
* P25»bo Por Port Workers 
80.00 FSr Won-Port Workers
Maintenance t'
• Role of Preventive Maintenace 
personnel
• The Mechanical Equipment 
The Electrical Equipment 
The Hydraulic Equipment
■ The Lubricating Equipment 
*he Power Train
Maintenance Tools and Equipment 
Internal Con^ustion Engine 
Equipment Trouble' Shooting and 
Maintenance
: This course is intended for Chief
Maintenance Mechanics, Auto Mechanics .. 
or personnel involved in the 
maintenanco of an engine or earth- 
moving equipment.
Duration : This is a 50 hours course, - T 
for Pre-entry training, more empha: 
will be given to. practicum (6CHf) 
than theory. In Upgrading courses, 
theory (70Pb) will be under-scored 
more than practicun (30^ )..
r
Fee : P2&.00 For Por^^Woxkers
OQmGO For Non-Port Workers
X - X - X - X - X - X - X - X - X - X - X - X r X - X
)
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Philippine Ports Authority 
Ppiiri Perjtqnnel Training Center; 
Gate 4,'Por^"Area,''Manila'
Tel. Nos. 49-66-10; 49-66-73 
49-66-63; 49-66-34
TKALNLNG FEK:
In accordance with the rules of the 
Training Center, the participants shall pay 
upon registration, the training fee which
includes the following:
Tuition .............................................  P250.00
Lodging for 32 days: •
a) With beddings at ITL5/day .... P480.00
b) Without beddings at PlO/day 320.00
Workshop Uniform ........    50.00
Meals are served at the center’s 
canteen at reasonable prices.
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION: ' 
Write:
The Alanager
Port Personnel T.-'ainin  ^ Center 
Philippine Ports Authonty 
Cate 4, South Harbor.
Poit Area, Manila ,
Or Call:
Telephone N os.: 47-16-53 
49-66-34 
49-66.10
* I
■ K ■ '
PORT PiaiSONNEL T R A I ^ G  CENTER 
PHILIPPINE PORTS,AUTHORITY 
. GATE 4, SOUTH^HARBOR
, PORT ,
’i ■ ! 5-'
\c i‘
PORT EQUIPMENTM E C H A N I C S *
• ' I .  i}
RAT10NAIi.E::..>
The PhiUp0 he .¥brt Industry ls‘ signifi­
cantly undergoing mechanization in its 
cargo-handling operations. In the pprocess, 
it ushers in a demand not only for more 
sophisticated machines and equipment, but 
also for experience and expertise, in the 
field of repains and maintenance.
In view of this, the Port Personnel Train­
ing Center has copie up with this course —  
designed to train and, develop motorpool 
personnel^ s ^ 6ifl(fially'Mechanics who;-arc 
engaged in the maintenance, repair and 
.sorvicsc of cranes, forklifts, prime movers 
ami olher hauling.equipment. ' . ’
■ ‘ '*
OIUECTIVES; , . i , / ,  J'-  '
After this task^-oriented' course., partic?- 
pants arc expected to bd i^Bble,-ttj
1. Discuss t h e ‘different , systems of an 
oqtiipmcnt.; .'know how engine works 
and fails;C. an d , identify an. engine’s 
basic needs of fuel-air mixture, com­
pression and ignition.
2. Develop trouble-shooting techniques 
and know-how in the use of testing 
and diagnostic instruments^ fo r . the 
repairs and-services; of equipment.
Z. rinn. design, and implement an effec­
tive maintenance program in un envi­
ronment o f . productive motorpool ad- 
niinistrution.
COURSE CONTENT:
I ENGINE OVERHAULING 40 hrs.
n FUEL and LUBRICANTS 12 hrs.
POWER TRAIN 36 hrs.
. I ll HYDRAULIC 12 hrs.
WHEELS and BRAKES 36 hrs.
IV. ELECTRICITY 
WORKSHOP ADMINIS­
24 hrs.
TRATION 12 hrs.
TOOLS and MEASUREMENT 12 hra.
VENUE & DURATION OF THE COURSE:
The site of the course is the Port Person­
nel Training Center of ilio Philippine Ports 
Authority, Gate 4. South Harbor, Port . ^ a ,  
Manila. This ,is a residential 195-training 
hour course scheduled, dally, Monday to 
Saturday. \
PARTICIPANTS
Participants to this course are motorpool 
supervisors, chief mechanics, senior mecha­
nics and those who have taken the Basic 
Mechanics Course or similar course with .it 
least 3 years experience in the repairs and 
services of cargo-handling equipment
During the 33-day program, participants 
■ are supposed to be free from all company 
' duties so they can devote full time to thci:- 
training. They arc also expected to condu '^t 
extra meetings and work .':c;!Pion.s ai Icr 
regular hours, whenever necessary, to cn- 
abie them to meet Couis'c Projects :ind 
other requirements.
xMETIIODOLOGY:
— .T his/is mainly a ;skills training and 
development program. Audio-vWbkl aids 
will be use<I’ to supplement, lecture sessions. 
These aids are projected media ^ i l ^  ^lides; 
movie projectors and OHP acetates) - and 
non-projected media (posters, diagrams,, ex­
ploded views and pictorial hand-outs(.;
— Actual objects;cut-outs of machine 
parts, and sectional views serve as rein­
forcement for demonstration classes, thus 
encouraging audience, participation through 
discussions and gi’oup dynamics.
— Workshop sessions provide opportu­
nities for trainees to actualize theory pre­
sented during lecture discussions thru the 
use of task sheets. Different projects are 
undertaken by each group after every 
learning module.
.— Training Visits are intended to afford 
the participants opportunity actually ob- 
scr\'c, review, and consider actual opera­
tions, repairs and maintenance of cargo­
handling equipment.
^ 1*: A..* l- r ^ t  tv']-  ^ ., •' • '■
•l-i.lDiis- 'd'aurs %-li6i&hin^ hoii 'o i .W o r s  and- j^raqJl.GSl- -.training 
.. d^ei^pSsrit program; ara ^used to' supplement .
•-■ «v.^4prt>d m ^ :a  lik e  film  s l id e s , movie. •
¥';; > OJiis^is^i :6d hour :?course.;dehi'^ed; i6 . suii|-^he locsl^ne
M r i  cljUdt^e.-^qhe-sdi^ * .
* • •.. * -*>*•* 'IV- - * ' - '- •'“  ^' -•-' * . .-.-f.-i ' - ‘ .• rl ^
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I Cede .Otgaidzation
! Pri^raai^^titlc:
Level; ■•.
’ Duration:
*
llunbor of adnissions;
Kusber of teaching staff 
avcU-lable for assignments 
in a recipient country;
Languages;
IHILIPPI1B3
Services Offered
Port supervision 
.lliddle 
T\;o wccla 
10
1
Engli sh/Philippino
Programme title:
Level;
Duration;
Humber of adnissions;
Humber of teaching staff 
available for assignments 
in a recipient country;
Languages;
Programme title:
Level:
Duration:
llunbor of admissions;
Hunbcr of teaching staff 
available for assignments 
in a recipient country:
Languages:
Financial arrangements:.
Other relevant information:
Port operation and cargo handling 
Basic 
T\/o veslcs 
20
Engli sh/Philippino
Port equipment ma.intenance and operatic 
(upgrading)
Intermediate•
T\ro veeks
50
2 ..
English/Philippino
For each of the projects listed above| ( 
the direct costs of training such as 
materials and honoraria for resource- 
persons shall be borne by the Philippin* 
Ports Authority - i*e« excluding travel 
e::pense3, stipend, board and lodging 
of participants.
ICraining facilities vill be provided by 
Port Personnel Training Centre of the 
Philippine Ports Authority, However, si 
this is a new, organization which became 
operational only in August 1976, trainir 
facilities, equipment and ir.anpov:er arc 
still minimal. Hence, the capacities fo 
candidates from other developing countri 
will be available only in 1980,
PKILIPPXIKS
Code Organisation
------- - ~ ^
2 Consultar^ services
Type of services: 
Hodality of services 
Major subject areas;
Project titles;
Ihuration;
irunber of experts 
available:
Lansua^c;
Project titles;
Duration:
Nuaber of e:cperts 
available:
Language:
Pinancial arrangements
Services Offared
Individual
Shipping-and ports; maritime transport; 
maritime transportation of goods.
Management services (shipping and port 
mauiagen-ent/operations and administration)
Documentation services (ships’ documents, 
customs docvasento)
Stiidies and researches (feasibility 
stxidies)
Advisory services (advice to governments, 
port authorities)
Development policy formulation (port level 
Two months ^
X -
1 ■ , •
. English
Economic services (port development, 
planning, finance, investments)
Shipping and port statistics (information 
systems)
Legal services. (national maritime codes and 
legislation)
One month 
1
English
Salaries of experts and related 
allov:ances to bo paid by the Philippine 
Ports Authority, travel costs to be borne 
by the requesting government or 
organization.
